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FOREWORD

It is well known that soil erosion and lake siltation frequently create serious problems,
especially in arid and semi-arid zones. Inappropriate human activities are. in many cases,
factors accelerating these problems. It has been reported that since the second World War.
more than 3000 million acres of agricultural land have been damaged by human actions and
may prove costly or impossible to reclaim.

Fallout 137Cs from nuclear weapons testing has been used in soil erosion and
sedimentation studies since 1960. More recently. 239-240pu Of me same origin, as well as the
cosmogenic radionuclides 210Pb, 7Be, 10Be, 32Si, 14C, 26A1,36C1 and 39Ar have been used for
the same purpose. Even Chernobyl I37Cs is a promising tool for sedimentological studies in
the areas affected by the release. More than five hundred papers have been published during
the last 30 years on this subject. The results obtained have proved that these techniques can in
many cases provide information on erosion and sedimentation processes which cannot be
obtained using conventional techniques.
Important progress has been made during recent years in the utilization of
environmental radionuclides for erosion and sedimentation studies. However, most of the
studies have been carried out in specially selected environments with ideal conditions in order
to facilitate the interpretation of the results. Only very few applications have been reported
dealing with the study of real problems in non-ideal sites. There are still some knowledge
gaps which have to be filled before the techniques can be applied to more complicated real
situations.
This advisory group meeting (AGM) was held to discuss the present status of these
nuclear techniques and to define the needs for future development. One of the
recommendations of the AGM was the implementation of a CRP on this subject. As a
consequence of the meeting, a CRP on Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Assessment Studies
by Environmental Radionuclides and their Application to Soil Conservation Measures will be
started in 1995.
This publication compiles papers presented by the invited experts during the meeting
and an updated bibliography on the use of 137Cs in soil erosion, siltation and other related
environmental studies.
Mr. A. Plata Bedmar, then of the Division of Physical and Chemical Sciences, was the
IAEA's scientific secretary of the AGM.

It is expected that the information provided will be a useful guide to scientists involved
in research/development of nuclear and related techniques in erosion and siltation studies.
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1.

SUMMARY OF THE ADVISORY GROUP MEETING

An Advisory Group Meeting (AGM) on the Application of Nuclear Techniques in
Studying Soil Erosion and Siltation was held in Vienna during the period of 26-29 April 1993.
The AGM was attended by 18 participants from 15 Member States, and was mainly devoted
to the discussion of the possibilities offered from sedimentological studies of environmental
radionuclides coming from bomb testing, such as 137Cs and 239-240pU; ^ weu ^ me
radiogenic radionuclide 2iopb and the cosmogenic radionuclides 7Be,10Be, 14C and 32Si,
among others
The presentations and discussions held during the AGM have shown that fallout
radionuclides together with 7Be and 2iopfc ^ important tools for erosion studies, especially
when they are used combined with conventional methods. Soil erosion is strongly linked to
soil degradation and soil productivity losses which represent a serious threat in many
countries. This fact justified the participation in the AGM of representatives from the Joint
FAO/IAEA Division and from the Land and Water Development Division, FAO, Rome, who
presented their representative programmes on soil erosion studies.
The same above-mentioned radionuclides allow, in many cases, the determination of
sedimentation rates in lakes, estuaries and man-made reservoirs and provide extensive
information on the dynamics and origins of sediments.
Many of the techniques discussed in the AGM can also provide valuable information for
many of the ongoing IAEA's technical co-operation projects dealing with sedimentological
studies. In order to facilitate the transfer of this technology to developing Member States, the
establishment by the IAEA of a laboratory specialized in sampling and measurement
techniques of the involved radionuclides (specifically 137Cs, 239-240pu? 2iopb and 7ge) h^
been considered. This report provides the summary statements prepared by the working
groups members along with their recommendations. Also included are several background
papers that were prepared to support the activities of the Advisory Group. This report
strongly encourages the promotion of the application of nuclear techniques for studying and
measuring the effects of the erosion/sedimentation cycle on the landscape.
General recommendations are summarized as follows:

1.

The application and use of nuclear techniques to measure soil erosion and sediment
deposition rates and patterns on the landscape needs to be promoted. Such
applications would be especially useful in developing countries where there is often
limited data and information on soil erosion and sediment deposition.

2.

The application of environmental radionuclides for integrated studies of the
erosion/sedimentation cycle in drainage basins as a means of understanding erosion
and sediment deposition and their effects on the landscape, soil quality, water quality,
and water availability should be increased in the future.

3.

Integrated studies of landscape should be encouraged in any studies on soil erosion
and sediment deposition.

2.

WORKING GROUPS CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

Use of bomb-testing radionuclides (137Cs, E9-uopu), ^e and 2I°Pb in soU erosion
studies

Summary statement prepared by the working group members on measuring erosion
rates using radionuclides
Group Members: D.E. Walling, G. Elliott, H. Dörr and J.C. Ritchie
137

Caesium has been used extensively over the past 25 years in research and
applications to measure soil erosion. These studies have shown that the 137Cs technique for
measuring erosion is often the only way to get actual measurements of soil loss and
redeposition in the field. Studies suggest that the errors associated with the 137Cs technique
may be less than those associated with current techniques used by soil scientists and
geomorphologists to study erosion. If we understand the limitations and design studies to
minimize the effects of these limitations on measurements then measuring the concentration
of 137Cs across the landscape can provide accurate and valuable information on erosion and
soil degradation. As such, research and applications should continue on the development and
application of the technique in an effort to better understand erosion on the changing
landscape.
Status of 137Caesium erosion estimation technique:
Reference sites:
137

Caesium is known to be globally distributed in a manner consistent with known
production. A large number of measurements allow us to approach factors which produce
local variability. Criteria for reference sites are well established.
Sampling:

Criteria for slope sampling are accepted. Large diameter cores extending beyond
known (measured) distribution are recommended. Size of a study unit is accepted to be up to
100 ha. Larger units may be studied from extrapolation and from representative Land
Mapping Units.
Interpretations:

Not necessary for some practical applications, for example, relative management
effects, productivity effects, before and after studies. Results represent long-term averages.
Regionally limited estimates of soil loss is possible which may be improved by comparison at
several types of sites where actual soil loss has been measured. Time available for studies
ranges from 1 to 3 half-lives, for low and high inventories respectively.
Application:

Numerous examples are available in the published literature from all continents except
Antarctic.

Recommendations for 137Caesium based erosion studies

2.2

1.

Collate existing data of 137Cs input data on a global scale, critically review
results, fill knowledge gaps.

2.

Determine examples of input and slope variability by both total content and
distribution over a range of erodability classifications.

3.

Review current
envelope.

4.

Determine the consistency of different models for 137Cs interpretation using
rainfall simulation and 7Be profile changes as well as with measured soil loss
(plots, farm fields, etc.).

5.

Define variability of the adsorption and transport processes .

6.

Measure a sufficient number of samples to adequately allow calculation of
practical variability in addition to experimental errors, to permit geostatistical
processing of the results (other non-parametric statistics also may be
appropriate).

7.

Combine 137Cs and Pu isotopes measurement for both future technique
development and to determine the degree of dependence of movement of the
isotopes in a soil profile.

8.

Investigate wind erosion estimates by 7Be and 210Pb sequential concentration.

9.

Extend point studies to the drainage basin by integrating erosion and
sedimentation studies especially repeating the label measurements of sediment
transport by partition into particle size fractions.

I37

Cs interpretation models: represent most likely response

Use of bomb-testing radionuclides (137Cs, 239-240pu)? and 2iopb in sedimentation
studies

Summary statement prepared by the working group members on dating sediment
deposits using radionuclides
Group Members: D.N. Edgington, V. Dubinchuk, F. Oldfield, J.C. Ritchie, and J.M.
Smith.

Radionuclides, hi particular 137Cs, 210Pb and to a lesser extent 239-240pu? 238pU; have
proven to be very valuable in studies of sedimentation hi water bodies as diverse as the ocean,
large and small lakes, estuaries, reservoirs and flood plains. Measurement of radionuclides in
sediments and associated catchments have provided critical information on sedimentation
rates, bioturbation, horizontal movement of sediments, resuspension rates, and residence times
of particles and associated contaminants (including radionuclides themselves) in water and the
associated catchment areas.

The application of radionuclides to the study of sediment geochronologies is subject to
a variety of physical, chemical and biological constraints. Geochronologies determined using
a particular radioactive tracer must be validated using an independent technique which may
include another radionuclide or a non-radioactive, time-stratigraphic marker.
Radio-geochronological techniques involve either the use of a radionuclide that has a
specifically known time dependence for its introduction into the ecosystem (e.g. 137Cs and 239~
240
Pu) or a continuous, relatively constant flux from the atmosphere (e.g.210Pb, 32Si). In the
first case, the fallout isotopes provide a time-stratigraphic marker that corresponds either to
the maximum deposit of fallout in 1963 or to the threshold for initial inputs in 1952-1954
which under certain constraints can provide a maximum estimate of the average sedimentation
rate. In the second case, 210Pb provides a continuous or running measure of sedimentation
rate and age.
While it is relatively easy and cheap to measure these radionuclides in the sediments,
the interpretation of the profiles is not simple and requires the application of mathematical
models which, in turn, are based on specific sets of assumptions. The physical, chemical and
biological constraints mentioned above, complicate this model analysis. Some of these
constraints are (a) non-steady-state erosion from the catchment which affects the essential
assumptions of a constant flux for the 210Pb profile and may effect the depth below the
sediment/water interface for the maximum in fallout activity; (b) the internal disturbance of
the sediments immediately below the sediment/water interface by biological or physical
mixing (commonly referred to as bioturbation); (c) sediment focussing - the horizontal
movement of sediment and contaminants as a result of resuspension (redeposition processes);
and (d) coupling of surface disturbance by storms translated into sediment scarring and
redistribution that can dramatically affect the sediment deposition record.
Recommendations on using radionuclides in sedimentation studies.
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1.

The decision to initially employ radionuclide techniques to construct a
geochronology of sediment deposition in new environments should be based
on the attached decision tree using available environmental and catchment data
(See Figure 1).

2.

Wherever possible the environmental data should be included in a computer
based Geographic Information System (GIS) and related to aerial and satellite
imagery.

3.

For evaluation of new environments or catchment systems in developing
countries, the establishment of a data base should be encouraged for input into
the decision tree (See recommendation 1).

4.

Perform a literature survey of the applications of radionuclides to the study of
sediment deposition in aquatic systems, particularly for those studies available
only in the non-journal literature.

5.

Develop a training manual (and course) that can be used in the planning and
execution of sedimentation studies in aquatic systems. This would include:

DECISION TREE
PROCESS FOR DETERMINING THE FEASIBILITY OF USING
RADIONUCL1DES TO STUDY SEDIMENTATION
WHAT B THE
LATITUDE OF THE
CATCHMENT

DETERMINES THE ABSOLUTE
MAXIMUM ATMOSPHERIC CONTRIBUTION
OF RADIONUCUDE

HOW OLD IS THE
WATERBODY

DETERMINES WHAT FLUX/SIGNAL
IS POSSIBLE FROM Ct-137 OR Pb-210

WATER/LAND «1.0 THEN PROBLEM
WTTH VARIABLE FLUXES FROM CATCHMENT

WHAT IS THE RELATIVE
AREA OF WATER TO LAND

O(t) • OXatm) • O(c»tcl>)
WHERE O - FLUX OF RADIONUCLIDE
OCotch) IS DEPENDENT ON
GEOMORPHOLOGY. HYDROLOGY,
SOIL. AND LAND USE
If LOW FREQUENCY, HIGH MAXIMUM
EVENTS DOMINATE WILL LEAD

WHAT TYPE OF
HYDROLOG1CAL EVENTS
OCCUR

TO CATCHMENT DOMINATED INPUT

ADSORPTION OF Cs-137 HIGHLY
DEPENDENT ON SOIL TYPE

| WHAT IS THE SOIL TYPE

"MINEROLOGY

--PARTICLE SIZE

pH, AKALINITY, Dom AFFECT
Kd, SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO
TRAPPING EFFICIENCY OF SEDIMENT

WHAT IS THE WATER
QUALITY

AFFECTS TRAPPING
EFFICIENCY OF PARTICLES AND
RADIONUCLIDES

WHAT IS WATER
RESIDENCE TIME

DECISION TIME

BASED ON INFORMATION FROM DECISION TREE, DECISION CAN BE
MADE ON THE PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS

OF A STUDY USING RADIONUCLIDE TO STUDY SEDIMENT DEPOSITION

1. IS THIS A SUITABLE CATCHMENT AREA FOR STUDY?
2. WHAT IS THE LIKELYHOOD OF SUCCESS?
3. WHAT WILL BE THE PROBLEMS?
4. WHAT RADIONUCLIDES SHOULD BE MEASURED'

AFTER DECISION THAT WATER BODY IS ACCEPTABLE THEN
THERE WILL BE A TWO STEP PROCEEOURE TO GET DATA FOR
ANALYSES AND TO REACH CONCLUSIONS
FIRST STEP
SEDIMENT SURVEY

-2>

SECOND STEP
DATA ANALYSIS

SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION

SAMPLE ANALYSES

h-5>

SEDIMENT DEPTHS

MODEL SELECTION

U>.

SEDIMENT TYPE

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

l_e>

POROSITY

DATA COMPILATION

SEDIMENT SAMPLING

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

12

decision tree
basic information on techniques
sampling techniques
analytical techniques/equipment
modelling approaches and assumptions
reporting requirements
associated measurements needed (i.e particle sizes,
carbon, etc.)
preliminary site assessments
potential pitfalls and how to avoid them

6)

Recognize that the assignment of a geochronology to a sediment radionuclide
profile is no better than the model and assumptions used. It is critical that the
results of this exercise must be validated by an independent method (two
different radionuclide chronologies, other dating techniques).

7)

Since it may not be always possible to obtain this independent validation by an
independent method, a system of reporting geochronological data that
recognizes the distinction between validated and nonvalidated
geochronologies, must be developed

8)

For 210Pb geochronologies, the analysis of the profile does not constitute a
direct measurement of the sedimentation rate, and the results must be validated
by an independent technique.

9)

7

10)

Since 239-240pu v^ll provide markers for many millennium to come and
measurements of these radionuclides provide a very favourable signal to noise
ratio, researchers should be encouraged to include these in the construction of
environmental data sets - specifically in relation to integrated fluxes in the soils
of the catchment.

11)

Encourage studies to establish a network with appropriate sites to measure
atmospheric deposition of contaminants (wet and dry) including 210Pb and 7Be.

12)

Evaluate the use of other non-radioactive tracers such as pollen and ô C in
areas where there may be problems of validation of 210Pb (or 137Cs)
geochronologies.

13)

One or two demonstration catchments to assess the use of radionuclide
techniques to study erosion and transport and sedimentation in the receiving
water body should be selected.

Be and 32Si measurements are of limited value in sedimentation studies. The
Cs and 210Pb measurements are sufficient.

137

Statement on use of the decision tree.

The decision tree (Figure 1) is a technique to allow a decision to be made on the
feasibility for success of the application of radionuclides to the study of sediment deposition
before any samples are taken.

Simple questions are asked which can be answered based on existing or readily
available data. For instance;

1.

What is the latitude of the study site? We know that as we move from the
north temperate zone that there will be lower fallout levels. Thus, if we are
setting up a study in an arid area near the equator we might expect problems
due to low fallout rates and low signal to noise level.

2.

How old is the water body? If it was constructed after 1965 then there will be
no 137Cs peak to measure. Is it old enough for 210Pb to have reached an
acceptable level of equilibrium?

By answering this series of simple questions a decision maker will be able to
determine the likelihood of success or failure of using radionuclides to measure sediment
deposition. The technique could be used to eliminate studies where there was initially little
probability of success.
23

Application of long-lived cosmogenic radionuclides in studies of erosion and
aggradation

Summary statement prepared by the working group members on long-lived cosmogenic
radionuclides in studies of erosion and aggradation

Group Members: D. Lal and V.M. Nijampurkar

A number of nuclear methods based on cosmogenic nuclides produced in the
atmosphere and in-situ in diverse surfacial materials are applicable for studies of erosion and
aggradation. Both these sources of nuclides provide natural tracers for quantifying erosion
and aggradation processes.
A.

Atmospheric Nuclides

The nuclides 10Be (half-life=1.5 my), 14C (half-life=5730 years), and 32si (halflife^ 50 years) are the most promising for these applications.
Extensive profiles of 10Be reported in the literature in global soils clearly show that
this nuclide provides an useful snapshot of dominating erosional/aggradation process.

The radionuclide 14C is an useful indicator of local transport of organic carbon from
the soils.
The bomb-I4C can be used to quantify any recent dramatic changes in soil dynamics.
13

There have been limited measurements of 32Si so far, but the fact that this nuclide is
quickly adsorbed in the soils (on clay surfaces) by exchange, most of the 32Si inventory in
clayey soils would be expected to be in the top few meters, and at greater depths for sandyclayey soils. Consequently, measurements of its integrated column inventories are expected
to be indicative of mean soil erosion rates during the past 200-250 years.
B.

In-situ cosmogenic radionuclides

Several in-situ cosmogenic nuclides, 10Be (half-life=1.5 my), 26A1 (half-life=0.7
years), 14C (half-life=5730 years), and 39Ar (half-life=270 years) are currently being studied
to investigate a wide variety of geomorphic processes. These studies have now become
possible primarily because of the development of accelerator mass-spectrometry (AMS)
method which allows measurement of about 106 atoms in each of the cases mentioned above
(except for 39Ar). The principal advantage of the in-situ cosmogenic method is that since the
nuclide source functions are known, it allows a quantitative study of the erosion and
aggradation rates, irrespective of any chemical and biological reactions occurring the upper
layers. The validity of the erosion/aggradation model can be checked by analyses of two or
more nuclides in a soil/sediment horizon.

The in-situ cosmogenic method is one of the most quantitative methods available so
far for these studies, however, it does require specialized and sophisticated methods which are
to date being employed only in developed countries. But these techniques are becoming
increasingly available to a larger number of laboratories all over the world.
Recommendations
It is recommended that:
1. in-situ nuclides be used to provide absolute erosion/aggradation rates in horizons
studies using other techniques (e.g. 137Cs), to permit an intercalibration between
studies

2. attempts be made to provide the know-how and the AMS facilities to the developing
nations to earn out these measurements.
2.4

Tracer techniques and nuclear gauges

Summary statement prepared by the working group members on artificial tracers, tracer
techniques and nuclear gauges
Group Members: J.V. Bandeira and O.S. Tazioli

Potential

Artificial tracers techniques and nuclear gauges are used to solve many engineering
and environmental problems.
14

A major field of application of artificial tracers is the study of sediment dynamics for
small-scale problems, but there is also a possibility for application to relatively larger scale
problems.
A unique characteristic of tracer methodology is the ability to integrate the response of
sediment to various flow conditions occurring over finite time.
The tracer's spatial distribution may be interpreted directly to provide quantitative or
semi-quantitative information which cannot be obtained by other methods. They also allow
the evaluation of parameters necessary to calibrate mathematical models related to sediment
transport.

In marine environments, radioactive tracers techniques are very useful for selecting
dumping sites for dredged material, providing information on the behaviour of suspended
sediments, determining the extent of depositional areas and determining the subsequent
behaviour of deposited sediment. They can be also applied to study the natural bottom
sediment transport.
Another potential application of tracer techniques is the labelling of a small
representative area of a catchment (e.g. gullies) with artificial tracers in order to determine the
erosion rate of such areas.

In case of small clay catchments (10-200 ha), the erosion rates may be evaluated by
measuring suspended sediments using nuclear gauges. They can give a continuous record of
suspended sediment concentrations, allowing the calculation of total suspended load.
Another possibility to evaluate erosion rate is by determining the mass of the sediment
deposited in a reservoir. The vertical profile of the sediment bulk density may be measured
with gamma-gamma and neutron probes.
Nuclear gauges may be used to control the density of deposited sediments in
navigation channels, turning basins and berthing areas of harbours, in order to add the horizon
of 1.2 g/cm3 to navigation depth. A possible application of nuclear gauges is for controlling
the dense suspensions created near the bottom just after the dumping of dredged material.
Another application is for measuring the density profiles in the well of trailing suction
hopper dredgers to optimize the dredging time with overflow.

Limitations

Most limitations on the use of nuclear techniques are related to safety concerns about
radioactivity by specialists involved in sedimentological studies and due to strict regulations
and laws of some countries for the use of radioactive material.
With regards to the application of nuclear gauges there are fewer difficulties for
permanent field installations. These monitoring stations are normally established in
inaccessible sites and are equipped with radioactive sources between 1 and 100 mCi of
15

activity. Another limitation on the use of nuclear gauges is represented by the threshold (must
be greater than 1 mg/1) of the sediment concentration.
The application of tracer techniques and nuclear gauges require specialized people. At
the present times the technology is sufficiently developed to be applied in a wide range of
field conditions. Concerning tracer techniques in bottom sediment studies, an aspect that
should be improved is the determination of the thickness of the transport layer.

16
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FAO'S PROGRAMME ON SOIL EROSION

D.W. SANDERS

Soil Resources, Management and Conservation Service,
Land and Water Development Division, FAO,
Rome, Italy
Abstract

The present situation of land degradation in global basis and its negative impacts on soil
fertility are presented. The activities undetaken by FAO on erosion control are described.
Some recent trends in soil and water conservation are also included.
Background

The problems of land degradation, particularly soil erosion, are not new. This was
recognised by the founders of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) and Article I of the Constitution reads, "The Organization shall promote and where
appropriate shall recommend national and international action with respect to the
conservation of natural resources and the adoption of improved methods of agricultural
production". Thus, since the Organization was founded in 1945, FAO has been active in
promoting soil conservation.
Over the years this involvement has led to the establishment of a large number of
programmes and projects through which FAO has been able to assist its member countries to
develop soil conservation policies, launch land conservation and rehabilitation schemes and
train local staff.

But in spite of the efforts of FAO and other organisations, soil conservation has
received relatively low priority in the plans of most countries until lately. Priority was
generally given to programmes of a more eye-catching nature or to those which promised to
produce quick economic returns for the money invested. Generally there was a feeling that
there was plenty of land available and that erosion was not such a serious problem.
This attitude has been changing since the late 1970s and there is now far more awareness
of the problem of soil degradation and interest in soil conservation. (Sanders 1988). There are
a number of reasons for this change and they include:
•

Soil erosion, and other forms of land degradation, are now so far advanced in many
countries that their effects are obvious even to the casual, untrained observer.

•

Population numbers have been growing rapidly in most developing countries and this
is resulting in an acute shortage of land in many countries.

•

Many of the dams built in the 1960s and 1970s, such as the Mangla and Tarbella dams
in Paldstan, are silting up much more quickly than expected due to the high rates of
erosion in the catchment areas.
19

•

The terrible effects of the droughts in Ethiopia and other African countries over the last
two decades have now been closely linked with soil degradation.

•

The world-wide interest and publicity given to environmental matters over the last 10
to 20 years, particularly since the publishing of the 'Brundtland Commission1 report
and, more recently the UNCED Conference in Rio de Janeiro, have had a profound
effect and the public at large is now more interested in the protection of the
environment than ever before.

However, turning this interest into effective programmes has not proved to be an easy
task. For example, we still do not known with any degree of certainly, how much land is
affected by soil erosion, the degree to which it is affected and the rate at which the erosion is
progressing.

To compound this problem, many countries are now running out of new land which is
suitable for agricultural production. Farmers are turning more and more to the steeper slopes,
poorer soils and other areas which are not only difficult to farm but are also very prone to
erosion. Less land can be left idle so fallow periods are being shortening with a resulting
decline in soil fertility and an increase in erosion.

The Extent of Land Degradation

The most recent and reliable global assessment of land degradation is the GLASOD
(Global Assessment of Soil Degradation) study, undertaken by the International Soil
Reference and Information Centre (ISRIC) in collaboration with UNEP, FAO and a number of
other institutions. The resulting "World Map of the Status of Human-induced Soil
Degradation" was published with an explanatory note in 1990 (ISRIC 1990). This was
followed by an estimation of the areas affected by the different forms of degradation, in 1992.
(ISRIC 1992)
Although this GLASOD study does give us, for the first time, a reasonable global
picture of the extent of land degradation, it is still only a general and rather crude assessment
and the figures should only be seen as an indication of the extent and seriousness of the
problem.

A summary of the results of the GLASOD study are reproduced in Table I below.

The GLASOD study indicates that water erosion is by far the most important type of soil
degradation affecting about 1,094 million ha or 56% of the total area affected by humaninduced soil degradation. Wind erosion affects about 548 million ha or about 38% of the
degraded terrain. Other forms of land degradation include chemical soil deterioration covering
about 239 million ha or 12 % of the area, while physical soil deterioration occupies a-round 83
million ha or 4% of the affected area. (It should be noted that some areas are affected by two or
more forms of land degradation.) Other important forms of degradation mapped include
salinization, which affects 76 million ha and soils affected by pollution which cover about 22
million ha. (ISRIC 1992)
20

Table I. Major terrain divisions of GLASOD map (in million ha.)
Non-used
waterland

Stable "Other terrain" Human-induced
land (non-degraded by soil degradation
human activities)

Total land
surface

Africa
Asia
South America
Central America
North America
Europe
Australia

732
485
28
53
75
1
95

441
1426
368
27
1 043
20
250

1299
1597
1 129
163
672
710
434

494
748
243
63
95
219
103

2966
4256
1786
306
1885
950
882

Total

1469

3575

6005

1964

13013

Source: GLASOD - SOTER Newsletter, ISRIC, 1992.

FAO's Activities in Erosion Control

FAO has responded to the changing and challenging situation in a number of ways.
One important step was to produce the World Soil Charter (FAO 1982). This short document,
which was unanimously adopted by the FAO Conference in 1981, outlines a number of
principles and guidelines which, if followed, should allow any country to safely develop its
land resources and contend with the problems of land degradation.

As a follow-up to the adoption of the World Soil Charter, FAO has intensified its work
in the field of soil conservation. Efforts have been made to increase awareness of the subject not only to let people know that there is a serious problem but also to inform them that land
degradation can be prevented and controlled. To this end, a number of publications and
filmstrips have been produced on the subject and widely distributed while, when requested,
visits have been made to countries to assess soil erosion problems and to advise on solutions.

As already mentioned, comparatively little has been known until recently about the
extent, severity and rate of land degradation on a global scale. FAO has played a leading role
in the work that has been done to date in developing a testing a number of possible
methodologies to map and quantify soil erosion. This work has led to a number of preliminary
regional and -global assessments and contributed to the recent GLASOD study.

In early years assistance to individual countries centred on field projects. Typically,
these projects were concentrated on a particular area - usually a badly eroded watershed - and
various conservation practices were tested and developed. These projects were also used as
training grounds for national staff. The general idea behind these projects was that they would
act as demonstrations of what could be done and establish a national cadre of trained and
experienced officials. It was believed that once FAO's involvement was over, after perhaps
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five years, the government organisations involved would be convinced of the value of what
had been done and, with the trained staff and equipment left behind by the project, the work
would be continued and expanded to other areas.

Unfortunately, in practice this seldom happened. The technologies tested and
demonstrated were usually based on those used on big farms in developed countries and were
not appropriate to the physical, social or economic conditions of developing countries, while
local government institutions seldom had the necessary budgetary resources to even maintain
what had been done, let alone expand the work. But more importantly, there was seldom an
understanding at senior government level of the importance of what had to be done and little it
any commitment to long-term conservation. Unfortunately, soil erosion cannot be overcome
through sporadic, short-term efforts. It requires a long-term political commitment supported by
appropriate policies, strategies and programmes.

In view of this, FAO's approach has changed and more emphasis is now being placed
on helping governments to assess the extent of their land degradation, develop the required
policies and approaches and then formulate the types of programmes which can be
systematically implemented to contend with the problem. Greater attention is being paid to the
socio-economic aspects and more effort is being place on the closer involvement of the land
users themselves in the planning and implementation of schemes. A recent example of this is
the FAO initiative, "The International Scheme for the Conservation and Rehabilitation of
African Lands". This Scheme was launched hi 1990 with the purpose of providing African
Governments with a framework through which they could develop national land conservation
and rehabilitation programmes which would be tailored to their own needs but which also
provided technical assistance agencies, funding institutions, donors and NGO's a part to play
in the planning and implementation of what is required. This scheme is now in its early stages
of implementation in nine countries.

Another initiative has been to help develop formal national soils policies. In
collaboration with UNEP, national soils policies have been completed for Syria and Uganda
and are nearing completion for Indonesia and Jamaica.

FAO produces technical publications through which the latest ideas, techniques and
approaches to soil and water conservation are promoted. Besides this, the Organisation acts as
a focal point for governments, institutions and individuals seeking information on erosion
control and direct enquiries to those places where the best experience and advice are available.

FAO is not itself a research organisation although, its staff attempt to keep abreast of
the most recent developments. Its main role in research is to identify those fields in which
research is needed, encourage and assist the appropriate institutions to take up the necessary
research and then help to disseminate the results. In short, FAO's role in research is to act as a
catalyst. This role has involved FAO in such programmes as developing networks for research
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into the effects of erosion on soil productivity, conservation tillage practices and conservation
farming systems for small-scale farmers. The subject of research is returned to later in this
paper.

Recent Trends in Soil and Water Conservation

Soil conservation, as we know it today, only goes back about sixty years. - It has
evolved with the application of science to the problems of land degradation brought about by
rapidly growing populations and the introduction of new forms of land use and management
(Sanders 1992).
Due to the initiative of the great Hugh Hammond Bennett, the first large-scale, modem
soil conservation programme was launched in the USA in the mid-1930s to combat the
problems of the "Dust Bowl". This led to the creation of the present day USDA Soil
Conservation Service. Soil erosion was becoming a serious problem hi other parts of the
world at this time and other large-scale programmes were started soon after in several African
countries and Australia.
With their impressive work in the 1930s and their well organised conservation service,
the Americans soon became the recognised leaders in this field and conservation programmes
in most parts of the world were based on the technology developed in the United States. Most
of this technology was developed for large-scale, mechanised farming and depended mainly
upon mechanical erosion control measures - works such as artificial waterways, graded
contour banks, diversion systems and other engineering works which reduce the length of the
slope and slow down the movement of runoff water. Methods were developed for estimating
the amount of soil likely to be lost under different systems of management and extension
programmes were introduced to alert farmers to the risks of erosion and the benefits of soil
conservation.
The general approach to soil conservation changed little from the 1930s until the early
1980s. Since then considerable changes have taken place.
Changes have come about with the realisation that in spite of the huge amounts of
money that were being, spent on soil conservation - Napier (1988) claims that the USA alone
has spent $18 billion since the 1930s and is-now spending about $1 billion a year on soil
conservation - soil erosion is increasing rather than decreasing. There are a number of reasons
for this and they include:

a)

Increased demands being placed upon the land:

In the case of developing countries, increased population numbers have meant that
more land has had to be brought into production and the land already in production has
to be used more intensively. Unfortunately, most of the best land is already in use so
that more and more marginal, erosion prone land is being used for agriculture while the
more intense use- of the better land is often resulting in degradation. In developed
countries, modem, highly mechanised farming systems, combined in some cases with
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inappropriate agricultural policies, have led to large tracts of land being misused and
degraded.

b)

The technology has frequently proved to be inappropriate:

Soil erosion has been seen as a physical problem and the techniques developed for its
control have been largely based on engineering works which decrease runoff and soil
movement by reducing the length and angle of slopes and by slowing down the
movement of water. While such works may be technically effective, they have
generally proved to be expensive to install and time consuming and costly to maintain.
These disadvantages would be acceptable if land users perceived them to be
worthwhile but, unfortunately, these physical works usually do not provide adequate
financial returns to make them attractive to farmers. There are exceptions, for example
where terracing makes it possible to irrigate or to grow a high value crop. As a result,
land users have been reluctant to accept much of the soil conservation technology that
has been advocated. Furthermore, many large and expensive soil conservation projects
have failed because farmers have not maintained the-works that have been installed.
Wide-scale and effective erosion control can only be achieved if the land users themselves- can
see some direct benefit from practising soil conservation measures. It is now being realised
that this will only come about if the land users a-re offered techniques and practices which not
only prevent and control erosion but which also lead to increased production, more assured .
yields, lower input costs, lower labour requirements, or some other direct and obvious shortterm benefit.

The implications of this have been a move away from mechanical erosion control
measures and the promotion of "biological1 conservation practices. The most effective
practical way of protecting the soil from erosion is to ensure that it is covered with either live
or dead vegetation. As can be seen from the diagram below, even a partial cover of vegetation
has a profound effect on erosion and runoff.
Because of this, soil conservationists are now concentrating on developing and
adapting systems of land use which will provide vegetative protection to the soil for as much
of the year as possible. This has resulted in the promotion of relay cropping, minimum tillage
systems, mixed cropping, agroforestry and any other system of land use which is likely to be
profitable, fit easily into existing farming systems and also provide good ground cover for all
or most the year. This change has led to a renewed interest in traditional farming systems,
many of which were very conservation effective but which have gone out of use because of
increased pressure on the land and changing economic and social conditions e.g. shifting
cultivation. It may be possible to modify and adapt some of these old systems to present day
conditions.

Research into the Effects of Erosion on Soil Productivity

Just as changes were needed in the approach to conservation, changes were also needed
in soil erosion research.
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On the other hand, the general adherence to a rather narrow line of research by so many
people appears to have stifled initiative and few new procedures have been developed and
there has been Little innovative work in this field until recently.

The measurement of soil erosion in terms of soil lost per unit area is important when
we have to consider the off-site effects of erosion. For instance, it is important if we are to
calculate how quickly a new dam will fill with silt or the effects of erosion on water quality.
This type of measurement of erosion has therefore been of particular benefit in the USA where
recent research has shown that the productivity of most of the land has not been seriously
reduced by erosion (Napier 1990). On the other hand, research conducted by the Conservation
Foundation shows that off-site damage is considerable, amounting to no less that $6 billion per
year.
Under these circumstances the USA research workers have been right in following this
line of research.
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While the on-site effects of erosion may not be important in the USA, the situation is
different in most other parts of the world. For instance, many tropical soils are very shallow
and hold a large proportion of their nutrients in their top soil which may only be a few
centimetres thick. With these soils, the loss of only a few millimetres of soil, or a few tonnes
per ha, can rapidly lead to a marked reduction in their productivity. Under these conditions the
off-site effects of erosion become secondary to the on-site effects and the needs of research
change. Unless silt is creating some down stream damage, such as filling up a new dam, the
actual degree and rate of erosion may be of little importance. Certainly, farmers are seldom
impressed or influenced when told how much soil is being lost from their land - their interest
ties in what the land can produce and whether this productivity is being reduced by erosion.
Similarly, economists, bankers and others who allocate funds for land conservation and
reclamation-programmes, find rates of erosion expressed in tonnes of soil lost per ha as
meaningless - they are interested in what this loss represents in money terms how the erosion
has affected the ability of the soil to produce!
In view of this, FAO initiated a programme in 1984 to encourage research into the
effects of erosion on soil productivity.

The Network on Erosion-induced Loss in Soil Productivity

Soil erosion costs. As mentioned above, the off-site effects can be calculated relatively
easily through the use of well known techniques which measure the volume or mass of soil

erosion. It is the on-site costs about which far less is known. As Stocking (1985) points out,
the questions that we would like answered are:
•

What factors cause productivity decline when erosion occurs? Is it nutrient loss,
nutrient imbalance, reduction in rooting volume, loss in available waterholding,
capacity or what?

•

How does crop yield vary with erosion and with time? Is the problem worsening or
have the major farming systems of the tropics reached a stable level of low
productivity?

•

Can soil conservation recoup the decline in productivity? Are some techniques more
effective that others?

Although these questions were commonly being asked by the early 1980s, very little
work had been done to provide the answers. In view of this, FAO publicised the fact and also
developed a research design which could, in time, provide some of the answers.
Very briefly, the experimental design is based on soil loss and runoff plots. The
recommended design allows for 12 plots which are permitted to erode naturally but with the
rate of erosion controlled by the use of plastic mesh of different gauges; 12 plots which are
artificially desurfaced to represent different degrees of erosion; and three control plots.
Besides the usual collection of data on soil loss and runoff, the design allows for the
regular monitoring of soil physical properties including particle size, aggregate stability.
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infiltration rate, soil strength, bulk density, soil structure and soil moisture; and chemical
properties such as pH, organic matter, N, P, K, Ca, Mg, Na levels, cation exchange capacity,
base status, available Al, Bo, Cu, Mn, Zn and Mo. Runoff water is tested for pH, N03-N,
NH4-N. P04, K, Na, Ca, Mg, turbidity and sediment concentration. The biological activity of
the soil is monitored, climatic data recorded and plant growth measured and recorded. Full
details of the experimental design are to be found in the publication "Erosion-induced Loss in
Soil Productivity: a Research Design", Consultants' Working Paper No. 2, issued by the Land
and Water Development Division of FAO.
It is expected that, after a four to five year cycle of experimentation, trials-of this type
will provide information on:
•

How the yield for a major crop, grown under the prevailing conditions of the locality,
on a specific soil, varies with time and soil loss.

•

What the relationship is between erosion allowed to occur from natural rainfall and
artificial desurfacing so that a next phase of experimentation, perhaps on farmers'
fields, can be carried out using the simple method of desurfacing.

•

What are the causative factors in decline in yield.

A modest start was made on this work in the mid-1980s but the network has slowly
Crown so that it now includes 21 institutes in 19 countries: Botswana, Brazil, Cameroon,
Chile, Colombia, China. Ethiopia, Ghana, Indonesia, Kenya, Lesotho, Mozambique, Nigeria,
Paraguay, The Philippines, Rwanda, Spain, Tanzania and Thailand. Most of the institutions
are only just starting or recently started to gather data so that it will be some time before the
results of most of this work become available. However, some of the institutes have
completed four or five years of work and the first full report appeared recently - "Erosion: Its
Effects, on Properties and Productivity of Eutric Nitosols in Gununo Area, Southern Ethiopia,
and Some Techniques of Its Control' (Tegene 1992). It is anticipated that this, with the other
reports that are likely to follow shortly, will give us a far better insight into the effect of soil
erosion on soil productivity.
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Abstract

The technical and practical considerations of a group that has been working in the
application of tracer techniques since 1962, without interruptions., in a developing country are
presented. Some hints to survive in this environment are included as an introduction, hoping
that they may be useful to initiating groups. The paper tries to summarize the group
experience in the fields of sediment transport and use of nuclear gauges in sedimentological
studies and to present their point of view about the future trends for these techniques.

Some brief considerations about the relationship between sediment transport and the
environment are followed by a description of the uses of artificial tracers in sedimentology,
with a strong emphasis on their practical and logistics aspects, including some topics that are
never included in technical papers. In sequence, the basic principles of nuclear gauges in
relation to sedimentological studies are presented, together with some specific uses and results
of these equipments.
Case studies are then briefly presented, stressing again the engineering information
obtained through the application of nuclear techniques.
The last part discusses the fields into which nuclear techniques are superior or
competitive to conventional techniques in studies involving sediments and includes some
prospective comments about their future. In particular, some detail is given to the importance
of inducing the transference of nuclear techniques to hydraulic institutions and to the
important influence that the development of mathematical models of sediment transport will
play in our future.
INTRODUCTION

A Review Paper presented by members of a group that works in a developing country is
an uncommon event and an unexpected honour.

Another surprising aspect is that this group has been working, without interruption,
since 1962 in tracer applications, maintaining a minimum staff of 12 specialists.
The most important difficulty to surmount in a developing country is to preserve in the
group some key-elements in different areas. Several promising groups disappeared or reduced
drastically their activities when they lost 2 or 3 specialists that exerted the task of pushing
things on. This difficulty can sometimes be overcomed if the group, on its beginning, is able
to perform a series of difficult field works . This is an excellent way of creating a "esprit-decorps" that tends to keep people together. If the leaders remain active, newcomers can be
trained and put into work very rapidly.
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Try always to choose people with a strong character, able to take decisions
independently. They will be difficult to be managed but will perform their work even in
difficult conditions. In a developing country patience is an essential quality. All kind of
difficulties will arise in every task to be performed and will certainly increase with its
complexity. You can be asked to help to unload a truck, to evaluate a boat and its crew before
hiring it or, on the other side, may be called to solve complex mathematical modelling
problems with sometimes incomplete data.
Our group is a direct creation of IAEA and, we hope, one of its numerous successes. All
the training of the staff has been performed by IAEA specialists, more than a dozen of them.
Some came to our country for several missions, from France, Denmark, Israel, Spain, USA,
Yugoslavia, Germany.
Since the beginning it was thought that the best way of training the group was to bring
experts to our country to perform a very definite task. This asked for longer missions than the
usual, in general divided into two parts. All of our first field works of importance have been
oriented by an expert. During a mission the expert has only one task: to train a group of
people; this increases the efficiency of the process. The experts were permanently
accompanied by one or more members of our staff, including weekends. Some played soccer,
volleyball or swirnming; Dr. Plata Bedmar proved to be also an expert in "truco", a Brazilian
card game. This helped to develop a relationship quite different from a purely technical one:
we became friends. The efficiency of the process was thus further increased.
These first words have a different objective than simply telling the history of our group.
We are actually trying to give some hints to other groups in developing countries that may be
interested in work with the application of tracer techniques.
It is our deepest feeling that the future for the application of tracers belongs to
developing countries. When a country enters the nuclear field, a group for using radioisotopes
in industry, agriculture or engineering problems is always considered, since these applications
belong to the clean part of nuclear energy. Another advantage is that the equipment needed to
perform valuable experiments is simple and unexpensive: with a good and robust scintillation
counter, a ratemeter, a graphical recorder, a sealer, a computer and a lot of disposition it is
possible to perform useful and even complex studies.

Besides that it is normally easier to obtain the necessary authorizations to perform a
field work in developing countries, since the phobic opposition to nuclear energy is not so
strong as in the countries of the First World. In general a good radiation protection plan based
on the reccomendations of IAEA and presented to the licensing authorities is sufficient and all
the process is not very time consuming.
There are enormous opportunities to apply nuclear techniques in developing countries,
mainly in the areas of sediment and pollution studies; most of them have already been solved
in developed countries. Even in Brazil, our group has studied the majority of the most
important harbours; thus the demand for sediment movement studies with tracers is declining
in the last years. To compensate for it, dispersion of pollutants responds now for the majority
of the requests received. But it is expected that, with the incredible development of the area
of mathematical modelling of coastal phenomena, tracers will again rum into operative
instruments: they are a powerful tool available to calibrate a model, thus giving his user an
increased confidence on the results obtained from the computer.
Another positive point is the interest of IAEA in introducing these techniques in
developing countries through regional projects, like ARCAL in Latin America. These projects
have been extremely useful in the training of new specialists in the nuclear area and contribute
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to equalize the nuclear knowledge of the different countries involved, and also in promoting
collaboration among the countries in the region.
To finish this unusually long introduction, this Review will not try to cover all the
possible applications of nuclear techniques to sedimentation and erosion studies. Only the
most important ones, from an engineering point of view, will be explored and their practical
aspects will merit considerable emphasis. We expect that this approach will increase its utility
mainly for groups that have the difficult task of surviving in developing countries.

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Introduction

We live in continents and islands, where the natural action of the rain and the winds,
associated with the human intervention (sometimes disastrous), affect the morphology of the
soil.
The runoff produces soil erosion, water and sediments are then transported by the action
of the gravitational force to lower regions and the sediments, depending on their grain size
and the obstacles encountered, can reach or not the coastal area. The natural way for this flow
of water and sediment are the rivers, which have different shapes and sizes.

The transport of water and sediments is an important environmental phenomenon of
very complex nature (tridimensional and time dependent). It poses the following question:
what happens when boundaries of a water flow are constituted of sediments which can be set
into motion by the flow? This comprises the erosion, transport and deposition of the sediment
grains. The flow of water alters the boundaries of the flow and this change affects, in turn, the
flow itself. It is an iterative process.
The interdependence of the factors involved in practical hydraulic and sedimentological
problems is so complex that a complete analytical solution does not exist.
The knowledge of the structural geology, hydrology and river sedimentology (the
natural processes in rivers) are the key for the understanding and forecasting of the changes
that may occur in each particular system, due to natural causes or to artificial ones (soil
management, construction of reservoir dams, dredging works and construction of training
walls with navigational purposes, etc.).
Erosion problems arising from either afforestation or deforestation schemes in lake
catchment basins can contribute to the reduction in the effective life of man-made lakes
behind reservoir dams or power barrages. Due to the interception of sediments by these
structures, channel degradation may develop downstream.

On the other hand, in marine environment, the natural causes acting in the sediment
transport are different and even more complicated relatively to those occurring in rivers.
Factors to be taken into account are: wave action; winds; currents of different origins
actuating in various directions in open sea and bays; fluctuation of the sea level due to
astronomical and meteorological tides, increasing the region of influence of waves and
currents in the shore profile and causing the reversal of the current in estuaries; mixing of
fresh and salt water in estuaries and its consequences to the behaviour of fine sediments in
suspension. Furthermore, it should be considered that all these hydrodynamic agents may act
simultaneously in a given water body.
The progressive occupation of the coastal zones requires an increasing human
intervention and studies to adapt the coastal region to this occupation. Several examples of
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human interventions and studies related to sediment transport in the marine environment can
be mentioned:
Capital or maintenance dredging
turning basins and berthing areas;

of

access

channels

to

harbours,

Monitoring of the sedimentation in existing dredged areas or predicting
the maintenance in future ones;
Selection of spoil disposal areas for
efficiency of the selected dumping sites;
Construction of coastal
breakwaters and sea walls;

structures

Artificial
beach
nourishment,
location and dredging of sand traps;

dredged material and study of the
such

harbour

as:
inlet

groins,

jetties,

by-passing

detached
schemes,

The
associated sedimentological studies related to the response
(accretion or erosion) of the shoreline to the coastal structures (item 4)
and the works mentioned (item 5), require a knowledge of the littoraldrift and the cross-shore sand transport in the nearshore region;
Temporary excavation below natural depths for the burial of pipelines
and cables, which can present various problems, mainly in the shoreline
region;

Reclamation works in estuaries and the influence of the loss of tidal
volume on the sedimentary regime.
Most of these studies and interventions are inserted in the discipline of Coastal Zone
Management. Nuclear techniques applied together with conventional techniques and hydraulic
measurements to solve sediment problems in this area and also in river sedimentology can be
seen as a powerful tool, provided they are used with knowledge and caution.
Some sediment characteristics

For the purpose of the present critical Review Paper on the use of artificial radioactive
tracers and nuclear gauges in sedimentological studies, it is interesting to highlight some
definitions and properties of sediment, important for the comprehension of its behaviour in
different environments.
Classification of sediments

Sediments under study can be classified by its grain size, from clay to boulders. Several
size classifications exist. One of them, taken from [1] and proposed by British Standard, is:
Boulders
Cobbles
Coarse gravel
Medium gravel
Fine gravel
Coarse sand
Medium sand
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> 200 mm
200-60 mm
60-20 mm
20-6 mm
6-2 mm
2-0.6 mm
0.6-0.2 mm

Fine sand
Coarse silt
Medium silt
Fine silt
Clay

0.2-0.06 mm
0.06-0.02 mm
0.02-0.006 mm
0.006-0.002 mm
< 0.002 mm

The size of the particles and its terminal fall velocity (fall velocity under steady state
conditions, where the drag on the particle is equal to its submerged weight) are the most
important parameters relating the sediment properties with the theories of grain motion.
Broadly speaking sediments can be divided into cohesive and non-cohesive ones. Silt
and clay are cohesive and sediments having grain size from fine sand to boulders are noncohesive ones. There is a big difference in the behaviour of these two classes of sediments
when submitted to hydrodynamic actions. In case of cohesive sediments the resistance to
erosion relies on the strength of the cohesive bond between the particles. Once erosion has
taken place, cohesive material may become non-cohesive relatively to further transport but it
can flocculate when a region of saline water (e.g. estuary) is met.
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Figure 2.1 - Classification of transport

Modes of transport

Sediments can be transported by the water flow, in different ways, either in suspension
(suspended load and wash load) or along the bed (bed-load). Figure 2.1 shows the relationship
of the various modes of transport.
Bed material transport is the transport of the size fractions that are present in the surface
layers of the river bed. Depending on the hydraulic characteristics of the stream and the grain
size, the material may be transported in suspension (suspended load) or in close contact with
the bed (bed-load).
Wash load is the transport in suspension of fine particles that are not found in
appreciable quantities in the bed. The amount of wash load in a reach is not determined by the
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hydraulic parameters of the stream. It is a function of the upstream supply. It can be
significant to reservoir sedimentation and in estuaries, in presence of more saline waters and
other factors, it flocculates with a consequent increase in settling velocity and tendency to
deposition.
Sedimentary processes and measurement of sediment transport

The application of nuclear techniques in sedimentological studies reaches the three
environmental systems (rivers, estuaries and coasts).
It has been mentioned in 2.1 the
complexity of sediment transport in rivers ( unidirectional and quasi-steady flows). This
complexity increases even more when dealing with sediment transport in coastal regions. For
a general background on this subject, the reader is referred to [2]- page 7 to 20- where one
can find a very clear and, at the same time, concise explanation of the sedimentary processes
(interaction between the water flow and the sediment transport) in river, estuarine and coastal
environments. For specific applications of nuclear techniques, which will be seen in the
remaining of this paper, some details of this interaction are highlighted for each specific case.
The prediction of sediment behaviour from flow parameters and the direct
measurements of this behaviour are normal tasks that have to be performed when dealing with
environmental and engineering problems.
For the study of sediment behaviour, use is made of physical models with movable bed
and mathematical modelling. The latter have been more widely used for the last two decades
because of the high construction and operational costs, doubts on the similitude and the
inflexibility presented by physical models. These shortcomings of the physical models are
more pronounced in river morphological or estuarine applications, where large areas to be
represented demand a vertical distortion of the model. A vertically distorted mobile bed model
does not scale bed roughness correctly, and the impossibility of scaling the threshold and
settling velocities of the natural sediment has given more space for the use of numerical
models.
Sensitivity analysis by mathematical modelling, in which the various parameters
governing the physical processes are varied systematically, can give insight into the effects of
aggregation and settling velocities on the dynamic behaviour of cohesive sediments in
estuaries.

Moreover, it is virtually impossible to represent, in a physical model, the behaviour of
fine sediments submitted to aggregation processes: inorganic salts promoting salt flocculation;
organic compounds producing organic aggregates and bioflocculation; organisms such as
copepods, mussels, tunicates, etc., transforming fine-grained suspended matter into pellets
whose settling velocity is many times greater than that of the constituent particles [3].
Physical models using sand or light-weight mobile materials are still employed for
wave-dominated coastal studies (e.g. shoreline region response to coastal structures; design of
dredged access channel) and localized river engineering problems (e.g. morphological
influence of training walls in their vicinity).
Field measurement programmes of the hydraulic parameters and sediment movement
are relevant for each particular site under study. They represent a first step in a predictive
process that may subsequently make use of a hydraulic model if the complexity of the
hydraulics cannot be treated by analytical tools.
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Measurement of hydraulic parameters and physico-chemical site data is achieved by use
of various instruments: water level, tide and wave recorders, recording current meters coupled
with conductivity and temperature sensors and fixed or moored at convenient sites and depths,
and also by manned instrumentation for profiling the water column.

Measurement of sediment movement can be performed by direct observation and
monitoring or with use of tracers. In the first case, the quantification of the suspended
sediment movement requires a combination of simultaneous measurement of sediment
concentration and current velocity at fixed stations (Eulerian approach). For the determination
of the concentration, samples are taken by the use of immersed bottles or by pumping and are
subsequently analised in laboratory. Normally, hundreds of samples are necessary to quantify
the suspended sediment transport hi a cross section of a river or an estuary, due to the rapid
variation in the concentration with time and with depth. In this way, it is interesting to
perform "in-situ" measurement of the concentration using special gauges based on the
scattering or transmission of light, sound or radiation.
For the direct measurement of bed-load transport, devices to be filled, such as traps and
baskets put in the bottom of the water courses are used, but they are normally not adequate
because they interfere with the flow, cause local disturbance of the bed and are dificult to
position.
In the next chapter details are given about the use of radioactive tracers in the study of
suspended sediment and bed-load transport. In chapter 4 it will be seen the use of nuclear
gauges for the "in-situ" determination of suspended sediment concentration and density
profiles of fine material deposited in reservoirs, access channels, turning basins and berthing
areas of harbour installations built in bay and estuarine environments. Finally, at the end of
chapter 3 and in chapter 5, case studies are presented.
Nowadays, specialized hydraulic institutions offer relevant combinations of field
measurements and physical and mathematical modelling facilities, utilizing the most recent
techniques and scientific achievements, in order to solve environmental and engineering
problems related to sediment transport.

ARTIFICIAL TRACERS IN SEDIMENTOLOGY

Introduction

Let us talk a little about tracer methods, since we are dealing mostly with the
engineering aspects of the behaviour of sediments and tracers are usually a quite pragmatic
approach to many engineering questions. They provide responses to the long-term interaction
between the sediment and the flow processes that act over it, since they are able to integrate
all the actions suffered by the sediment during the observation period. Thus they are not
ideally suited for short-term studies of the functional relationships between sediment flux and
hydrodinamic actions, as it occurs in tidally dominated movements [2].

Since most engineering applications are concerned with a well defined site, it would be
a very lucky circumstance to find some natural tracer that would provide informations about
the sediment behaviour at the area of interest. More generalized utilization of tracers only
became possible with the advent of artificial tracers in the 1950's and 1960's. From this time
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on, tracers with radioactive or fluorescent properties have been used to simulate sediment
movement, since the accurate matching of the properties of natural sediment by then became
exequible.
At that time tracers were considered almost as a panacea; it was thought that they could
solve almost any problem found in hydrology and sedimentology. Unhappily this was not true
and only the applications where the tracer method was really important have made their way
through our days. The first experiments were largely qualitative and much work was done to
develop techniques and conditions necessary to tracer applications to specific problems. We
always looked anxiously towards the publication of a new paper by the pioneers in this field:
Crickmore and Lean [4], Hubbell and Sayre [5], Courtois, and Sauzay [6]. It is our feeling that
the quantitative study of the movement of bottom sediment had its highlight with the
publication of the thesis of Guy Sauzay [7], which studied carefully all the aspects of the
problem. He introduced a method for the balance of the count rates obtained during the
detection of a radioactive cloud, which enabled the determination of the massic flow rate of
the sediment. This work was first presented by Courtois and Sauzay [6]. The method is more
generally called the "spatial integration method" and the overwhelming majority of the studies
of the movement of the bed-material are based on it.

Three artifical tracers can be considered for studies of sediment movement: radioactive
tracers, activable tracers and fluorescent tracers.
Radioactive tracers have the advantage of versatility: they can be used for gravel, sand,
silt and clay movement studies. Moreover, they enable direct "in situ" detection of the
material, which means that the scanning of the tracer cloud is always done with open eyes, a
great help in planning the detection strategy. And yet there are tracers able to cover a large
spectrum of half lives, from ^^Au (2.7 days) to ^Ag (253 days). For the ordinary
applications, a selection of three or four radioisotopes is sufficient for almost all experiments.
One can choose, for example, l^Au (2.7 days), l^Nd (u days) and 192ir (74.4 days) or
46sc (84 days). In comparison, an experiment using an activable or fluorescent tracer will
demand the definition of a sampling grid plus long and boring sample analyses. It is important
to note that the definition of the region of maximum activity is very important to the total
recovery of the activity injected.

During direct detection of the tracer in a bed-material movement experiment we have
been obliged to perform several narrow-spaced (10m or less) detection lines to obtain a good
definition of the peak of the cloud. It is not, in our opinion, very probable that the same kind
of resolution could be obtained using a sampling grid.
Obviously, only y-emitters are used in sediment movement studies with radioactive
tracers. There are here two options available. It is possible to use a ground glass doped with an
activable element, previously irradiated in a nuclear reactor, or to label the natural sediment
with the radioactive tracer.

For sand studies, glass is almost universally used. Its more important advantage is that
mass-labelling is obtained instead of the surface-labelling that results from the fixation of a
radioisotope to the grains. In surface-labelling, the more important part of the radioactive
material will be fixed onto smaller grains and this can not be accounted for during the
detection. This method will thus demand the use of a very narrow grain-size distribution.
The problem of the representativiry of ground glass to simulate sand grains has been
long satisfactorily solved, since it is possible to obtain labelled glass with the same grain-size
distribution, specific gravity and shape of natural sand grains.
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In the case of silt and clay, both options can be used. The labelling of fine sediments
with a radioactive tracer is, in general, quite simple and can be performed at the site of the
experiment. The transport of the shieldings necessary to protect people against radiation,
when half or one kilogram of irradiated glass are being used, is then avoidable. In the case of
the labelling of mud with ^^Au, the only thing to be done is to dissolve metalic gold with
aqua regia, neutralize the solution and proceed to a careful mixing of the material and the
radioisotope, a very simple procedure that can be performed at the deck of the injection boat
or the dredger [8].
Much discussion - and a lot of time - has been spent to define if finely ground glass (5
to 40 ^m) could be used as a tracer for silt and clay. From an engineering point of view, it
seems clear that glass is an adequate tracer, since the limited number of radioactive grains,
after thorough mixing with mud, will clearly follow the movement of the enormous quantities
of grains into which they are dispersed. This is still ensured by the cohesive properties of
mud, that help to incorporate the ground glass to the mass in movement; this property will
cause mud to move in bulk and not as discrete particles carrying the grains with it.

We adopted the following approach: for experiments of short duration, silt and clay are
marked by dissolved gold; for longer experiments, glass is mixed directly to the mud. The
objective is to ease the labelling procedures; both are simple and help to decrease radiation
doses received by the team.
For coarse gravel and pebbles, the method is to insert a radioactive tag in each pebble,
which limits the number of pebbles to about 1000 for each experiment. For fine and medium
gravel, surface labelling is the only possible solution.
In relation to fluorescent and activable tracers, the problem is the blind detection, no
feedback being received to guide the detection work, with the exception of fluorescent studies
on beaches. Besides that, the costs involved are still higher than those related to radioactive
tracers, since one should use the same detection techniques and latter perform the analysis of
each sample - which means that they are also more time consuming. The only advantage is to
avoid radioactivity; they are only justifiable in countries where the legislation for the use of
radioactive material is very stringent, or in very particular locations.

It can be put. additionaly. that an excessive concern about the use of radioactive tracers
has greatly hampered the development of the application of nuclear techniques. As it is
known, sediment studies with radioactive tracers are limited to a small area of an immense
ocean (or other water body); the impact in the ecosystem introduced by an experiment is
evidently despicable - and this can be demonstrated. But our world is rarely logical; just look
around and see.

This leads us to a new item: radiation safety standards.
Radiological safety standards

As pointed out before, the extent to which radioactive tracers will be used in the future
depend largely on the demands put by regulatory organisms over the radiological safety
standards that must be met.
In any mission in which IAEA is involved, the technical people concerned receive the
standard safety procedures recommended by the Agency, both for the handling and the
transportation of radioactive material. Based on that, a radiological safety plan is established
so to ensure that all the operations with radioactive material at Curie levels are performed in
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such a way that undue exposure or contamination of the personnel involved will be avoided,
including the regular crew of the boat. Since the operations are not complicated, it is not
difficult to ensure that dose levels will be kept within the permissible levels.

After injection, the tracer will be submerged underneath several metres of water, which
makes negligible the probability that any person may have a direct contact with it. Tracer
particles, as demonstrated by experiments, disperse rapidly among the natural sediment and a
decrease in concentration quickly results. Thus, the public, even in the worst hypothesis, will
not be exposed to more than a few tracer grains. It can be shown that in a carefully prepared
experiment some tens of grains, even if ingested, will result in doses well below the
permissible levels.
This approach induced the French group of tracer applications, probably the most active
in the world and to which school we belong, to establish guidelines that proved acceptable to
their public safety authorities. They are based upon two aspects: the maximum activity of a
single release and the maximum activity of individual grains.
The first assumption is that the mass to be injected will not surpass 1 kg, by reasons of
reactor space and weight of the shielding necessary to protect a great volume. The reasoning is
to limit the maximum activity per grain, to assure that, even if ingested, it will result in one
tenth of the maximum annual permissible dose. The total activity of a single injection is
assessed by multiplying this value by the number of grains of the total tracer mass. For one
millimeter size sand grains, this activity is of the order of 2Ci (74 GBq) for 46$c, 192^
1827^ 198AU. This activity is sufficient for most of the applications - and even larger than
usually necessary. The injection of an excessive activity will result, in the case of bottom
studies, in difficulties during detection: sometimes you can surpass the counting capacity of
the detection equipment (saturation). We generally work with activities in the order of 500
mCi (18.5 GBq). Should the same approach be adopted for finer grains, the maximum
allowable activities would be excessive: the maximum activity was thus fixed in about 10 Ci
(370 GBq) per injection.
In United Kingdom the approach is somewhat different and considers two aspects. The
first one are the site-specific circumstances, mainly the expected sediment mobility. The
second is the maximum activity of each grain, which is fixed in 0.1 uCi (3.7 KBq) for 46§c or
its equivalent.

If the activity to be injected is really important, the prediction of the dispersion is
difficult and the economical aspects are favourable, it is possible to perform a pilot
experiment using 1 ^^Au to get a better knowledge of the site. This is rarely necessary, in
general, since you can have a good idea about the tracer dispersion based on hydraulic data of
the region and on the nature of bottom material.

Practical applications of tracers to sediment movement

After a period in which only qualitative results were obtainable, such as the dominant
direction of movement or its mean velocity, almost all experiments nowadays seek for
quantitative results.

After a short presentation of the methods used for quantitative studies, we shall briefly
present some considerations covering the principal applications of tracers to sediment
movement.
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We think that another aspect should be stressed at this moment: more the time passes,
more important is the interaction between the tracer specialist and hydraulic engineers. Today
nearly all the experiments are planned to include the collection of data on the more important
hydrodynamic parameters. They are used both to interpret fully the tracer data collected and to
make forecastings of the sediment behaviour. Tracer studies are expensive and thus the
number of experiments to be performed is necessarily limited. The data on the parameters that
induce movement are essential, since extrapolation of the results obtained during an
experiment is in general necessary. Two approaches can be used, depending on the
characteristics of the country where you live. A good collaboration can be established with a
hydraulic institute or the same personnel involved with tracer work can be trained as hydraulic
engineers. We began using the first approach; later on, we moved to the second one. Presently
the members of our group are trained in tracer applications on the job; specialization courses
are always performed in some area related to hydraulics or hydrology.

After all these years of work, a sentiment remains: with the evident exceptions, people
devoted to tracer applications have not been able to show to hydraulic institutes all the
potentialities of the use of nuclear techniques. We feel that this lack of communication
severely hindered the number of studies that could have been undertaken. May be a
programme to correct this point could be envisaged for the future.
To simplify the presentation, quantitative tracer studies will be divided into two
categories: studies of bed sediment and studies of material discharged in suspension, natural
or artificial.

Studies of bottom sediment movement

The Eulerian approaches to the measurement of bed movement will only be cited, since
its practical use is very limited; obviously, they are extremely important for studies of unidirectional fluid flows. In the Eulerian approach, the tracer is measured at a fixed crosssection downstream the injection point; after the injection, the passage of the tracer cloud
must be completely recorded at a fixed station. There are two alternatives: the time integration
method and the steady dilution method. Both have two limitations: first, the measuring station
must be sufficiently distant from the injection point so that the mixing over the flow field has
occurred (jcdt becomes independent from the measuring point); second, the flow must be
steady for all the detection period (ôQ/ôt = 0, where Q is the liquid flow rate, c is the
concentration and t is time). The second condition is hard to fulfill since the passage of the
labelled bottom material through a section is so extended in time that variations in the flow
rate will evidently occur. These methods are then rarely used, except for laboratory studies.
The Lagrangian approach uses the complete scanning of the radioactive cloud at
different times. The only condition is to suppose that the tracer distribution remains constant
during the time interval of each detection. Sediment movement is obtained from the quantified
differences between successive detections. The method is used in pratically all the studies of
bottom sediment movement.

The approach is used in the "spatial integration method", whose principal version is the
"count-rate balance method", "total count rate method" or simply "balance method" [7]. Its
great advantage is that it can be applied to non-steady transport and to omni-directional flow.
It integrates all the effects of the hydrodynamical agents that have acted upon the bottom
material in the interval between two detections.
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A study of sediment dynamics using radioactive tracers is, in principle, simple: a
labelled sediment as similar as possible to the natural sediment is liberated at the region to be
studied; the transport of radioactivity is determined by radiation detectors towed by a boat
whose position can be determined by a positioning system. A complete scanning of the
radioactive cloud is named a detection; comparison between successive detections will
provide the informations necessary to calculate transport parameters. In bed-load studies, they
are mainly the direction and mean velocity of transport, the thickness of the moving bed and
the bed-load rate of transport.
The practical performance of an experiment is not as simple as this succint description
tends to show. The logistics involved hi a field test is quite complex and, besides that, there
are the difficulties inherent to work hi water bodies (agitation of the sea, boundaries formed
by river banks, dirty bottoms hi estuaries).
Beginning with the tracer release (injection), some conditions must be fulfilled. The
tracer must be deposited over the bed as a thin layer to enhance its rapid integration and
mixing with natural sediment. Deposition must not be carried at morphologically peculiar
points, nor must be performed in a period of high waves or high tidal amplitudes, during
which dynamic effects are at then- maximum. The tracer must be released over an area large
enough to be considered as representative of the region to be studied. Since the injection is
frequently made by remotely opening a device containing the radioactive tracer, the usual
procedure in the case of sand is to open the injector at a height above the bottom deemed
sufficient to provide a reasonable horizontal spread of the tracer particles. Fall velocity of the
particles and measurement of the currents at the moment of the release can give some hints
about the necessary height.
A very concentrated injection, besides the risk of being non-representative, will give
origin to a region of high activity that can saturate the detector when it passes over it. Worst
than that, a part of the radioactive material will remain for a long time at the injection point.
Both facts will invalidate the obtention of a correct tracer balance.

In the case of a mud bed, to obtain a well-defined tracer patch is a difficult task. Even if
the injection is made near the bottom, the tracer particles may still move for large distances,
since they can be advected by the flow before mixing to bed sediment. The period of slack
waters is an obvious indication for a release to be made in an estuary or in a bay. This
precaution normally gives origin to a workable tracer cloud. In open sea, injection shall be
made in a period of weak currents.
Normally a detection is made soon after the release or in the subsequent day to
determine cloud contours. During this detection, regions with concentrated activity are
avoided, in order not to disturb the adequate incorporation of the sediment by the bed.
The detection is usually made by using a robust scintillation detector, water-tight.
attached to a sledge towed by a boat. The usual electronics is linked to the detector: ratemeter.
sealer, graphical recorder, printer or a computer. Even if you use a computer, a graphic
recorder is a very useful instrument to enable the effective participation of the specialist who
guides the detection: human intervention is always necessary, both for the detection and for
data analysis.
The detection is made by mapping all the area over which the tracer is distributed, by
trajectories as parallel as possible to each other. The region where the activity is more
concentrated demands a thorough coverage, with navigation lines narrowly spaced: it is veryimportant to have a good definition of the peak of the tracer distribution, as it is also important
to find clearly the boundaries of the cloud. The difficulty of performing a good coverage of
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the cloud increases exponentially with the agitation of the sea. If the sea is really rough,
remain on land. The results you will obtain are not worthy the sacrifice.
Selection of an adequate boat is an important part of the experiment and is made at a
previous visit to the experimental area. It must have a minimum lenght of 12m, a good cabin
to protect the equipment and crew, enough space on its stem, where the mechanical devices
are located, and a good winch. Sometimes you are lucky enough to find a comfortable boat; in
more remote locations, it is usual to hire a fishing boat - and then the boat crew must be
trained prior to the actual performance of the experiment. The communication between the
man who is orienting navigation and the helmsman must be easy. A table with enough space
for the navigation chart, drawn in an adequate scale (remember that you can be obliged to
perform navigation lines with 10m intervals), is mandatory. The speed of the boat must be
kept, if possible, around one metre per second. The speed will be different as you navigate
against the waves or in the same direction of them.

The team to perform the experiment is in general composed by 4 or 5 people. One of
them orients the navigation and thinks: it is very important to have someone more or less free
to orient the helmsman and to define detection strategy. A second man takes care of drawing
the detection lines, unless you have a computer on board. Some kind of code must be defined
to label the regions where activity is found, in order that you can get at any moment a picture
of the radioactivity distribution.
A third man is busy with the electronics and provides information to the plotter about
the activities found, based on the recorder and the printer data. A fourth man may be
necessary to take care of the positioning equipment and also to provide information for the
plotter. Another man stands out of the cabin and takes care of the mechanical equipment. He
permanently verifies if the sledge is moving smoothly over the bottom and warns the cabin if
a region with rocks or duty bottom is being navigated. If the sledge is halted by same
obstacle, he must immediately order to stop the boat and to disconnect the detection
equipment from the mains. Even using a steel cable to pull the sledge, there is always the
danger of a break of the electrical cable when the sledge is stopped by a debris. That is a very
unpleasant situation, since saline water will enter the scintillation counter. This induces an
important remark: have all your equipment in double, to avoid the disastrous effects of
Murphy's law.
In tropical regions, normally the sea is calmer than in temperate regions. As an example,
the highest wave recorded at Brazilian coast had a height of 6.7m. Winter conditions are
evidently harder and there will be some days in which one will not work. In general, these
rough sea conditions last only a few days and thus do not interfere very much with your
planning for the detections. Things are more difficult for regions where bad weather is likely
to remain for longer periods: sometimes you need badly to perform a detection and sea
conditions won't allow it.
Seasickness is a point rarely cited, but that must be considered. It can be partially
prevented by the use of some medicament. We have seen several cases of people that could
not perform any useful work because of seasickness. Burnt diesel oil mixed with fish odour is
particularly troublesome. Never drink coffee; lemon is good as prevention. There are
conflicting opinions about eating or not during a detection.
The basic equation that gives the bed-material flow-rate is:
Q = pLVm Em, where
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Q = bed-load flow rate (kg/d)
p = sediment specific gravity (kg/rn^)
L = transport width (m)
Vm = mean transport velocity (m/d)
= mean transport thickness (m).
The parameters to be determined are Vm and Em.
The mean velocity Vm of the bed material is determined by the distance between the
centroids of the spatial tracer distribution divided by the time interval between the detections.
The determination of E^ is a more difficult problem, since it is necessary to know the vertical
tracer distribution.
The most direct technique is to take cores as undisturbed as possible, followed by the
sectioning of the core and the subsequent counting of the slices obtained. Since a single core
represents only one point of the tracer distribution, this obliges to take a considerable number
of samples.
The majority of the studies use the "count rate balance method". Its principle is that the
count rate recorded by a detector is a function of the thickness of the layer of radioactive
material: the same activity will yield different responses as it is more or less deeply buried. If
all the radioactive material is "recovered" during a detection, there is a mathematical
relationship between the total count balance and the mean depth at which the tracer is located.
This relationship is different for each vertical distribution of the tracer. To use this
relationship, a previous calibration of the detector is made, based on a known activity, to

determine the detector response to an unitary activity uniformly distributed over an infinite
area and covered by different sand layers. From this calibration the response of the detector is
obtained, given generally in counts per second per microcurie per square metre. A detailed
description of the count rate balance method can be obtained in [7], [9] and [10], including the
mathematical derivation and calibration procedures.
Another method to determine in-depth distribution of the tracer is based on the
observation of the propagation of bed configurations like dunes and ripples in a fixed or at
several points. The levels reached by troughs give an indication of the depth that the tracer can
reach. Another possibility is to obtain longitudinal profiles of the bed through echosoundings.

An interesting suggestion has been made by Dr. Plata Bedmar to determine the transport
depth. He suggests the use of a multichannel analyser and the complete recording of the yspectrum of a buried tracer, covering both the Compton region and the photoelectric peak. As
the depth increases, the Compton region will become more important and the photoelectric
peak will decrease. The transport depth could thus be determined after a previous calibration
at laboratory. We intend to explore this idea for experiments that are in course at Magdalena
River, Colombia.

Tracers in the study of suspended sediments movement

The study of the dynamics of suspended sediments is of capital interest in problems of
civil engineering, mostly for the definition of dumping sites for dredged material and in water
pollution problems. In such cases we must know how a given pollutant or suspended sediment
is dispersed, and we are led to study the dynamics and transfer properties of a cloud of
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suspended material moving under current and/or tide effects and growing larger because of
the turbulent and dispersive properties of the water environment.
The most important results obtained from such an experiment are:
•The path and drift caused by currents;

•The mean velocity of transport;
•The turbulent dispersion coefficients
the sediment by the water-body;

•The dilution of the
time);
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•The sedimentation rates;

•The area over which the sediment is deposited.
After the deposition of the sediment on the bottom, the experiment proceeds using the
techniques for the study of bed-load transport. Most of the methodological aspects have been
reviewed earlier, including the labelling of sediments, the release procedures and the detection
and positioning systems, the same used for bed-load transport studies with the evident
difference that the detector is no more attached to a sledge, but to the boat at a fixed depth.
When the vertical distribution of the tracer is necessary, an important parameter at
greater depths, the boat can tow extra-detectors kept in position by heavy ballasts or vertical
profiles can be made at fixed points during the intervals among the mappings of the
radioactive cloud.
For studies related to the disposal of dredged material, there are two labelling
alternatives. It is possible to label the full load of a suction hopper dredger or of barges during
the dredging operation or to label only a limited amount of the material to be studied, for
instance 40 L at a concentration of 200g/L.

The most common release procedure is an instantaneous injection, but in some cases a
constant flow-rate injection is highly recommended since the detection method is direct and
much easier.
Detection is again Lagrangian, which means that several sucessive configurations of the

radioactive cloud must be mapped. Since the velocity of the labelled material will now be the
same of the prevailing currents, the detection is much faster and nervous if compared with
bed-load experiments. It is absolutely essential to determine the current field immediately
before the release; a fluorescent tracer or any other dye can also be very useful to give an
orientation about the initial movement and spreading of the cloud. An experiment with
suspended sediment requires a very experienced group on board of the boat. There are two
strategies and both will give similar experimental results. In one of them, the boat crosses the
cloud transversally and tries to pass directly over its region of maximum activity. Then it
makes a longitudinal trajectory, crossing all the cloud, trying again to find the maximum
activity.
The boat then proceeds to the new position of the cloud and remakes the mapping. A
float or fluorescent tracer or dye will orient the boat at the beginning of the experiment,
marking the region of maximum activity. After the mapping of some clouds, the crew will
have a good control of the situation, knowing quite well where the cloud is (or will be)
located, oriented by its sucessive positions in the navigation chart. Since this kind of
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experiment lasts for some hours, a considerable number of mappings can be performed, each
one giving the transversal and longitudinal dimensions of the cloud and the position and value
of the maximum count rates. These parameters will be the input for a dispersionsedimentation mathematical model, from which the results cited in the beginning of this item
can be assessed.
In an ideal condition, two boats are used for the detection, one of them performing the
longitudinal crossings and the other the transversal ones. This will increase considerably the
cost of the experiment, which means that this technique is not commonly used.

Another detection technique is usually used in dispersion experiments: the boat
performs a complete mapping of the cloud instead of looking only for the maximum activities.
This limits the number of clouds that can be mapped, which will impair the determination of
some parameters like deposition rates, that must be based in a considerable number of
experimental results.
The analytical method may be found in [9], [10] and [11]. Since in the case of
suspended sediments the main transporting agents are the currents, it is always necessary to
have a complete recording of them during the experiment. Simultaneously with the detection
of the cloud, the positioning of drogues released at the moment of the injection and also
during the crossing of the peak region gives the Lagrangean behaviour of the current field.
These informations, coupled to current measurements at fixed points give an overall picture of
the current field with time. A good knowledge of the current field of the region is very
important to define the most frequent and the most critical conditions that occur throughout
the year.
To obtain representative results, experiments should be performed for the most
representative hydrodynamic conditions, which is not always attainable. In general, during a
field campaign, several experiments are performed and normally different conditions of the
environment can be studied. The field study must thus be scheduled, taking into account the
period of the year during which the most important hydrodynamic conditions are likely to
occur. This importance is defined in function of the objectives of the experiment. For instance,
if a dumping site is being chosen it is essential to have experimental data relative to the
hydrodynamic conditions known (or estimated) to transport the dumped material back to the
dredging region or to another critical site, like a beach or an access channel. Since we are not
capable of controlling nature, experiments of this kind always have a non-deterministic
aspect.

Final comments

It is adequate now to make an evaluation of the positive and negative points related to
the use of tracers in bottom and suspended-sediment studies and the problems that still remain
partially solved.
The first words will be directed to people in developing countries that intend to use
tracers to study problems of sediment movement or effluent dispersion. Developing countries
always have a factor in common: problems to be solved are popping around. Firstly, it is
advisable to choose one problem involving important economic or environmental impact, in
which tracer techniques are mandatory. The next thing to do is to contact IAEA presenting a
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description of the problem, as detailed as possible. A first experiment must be supervised by
an expert, since the logistics involved is complex and there are dozens of experimental details
that are never presented in the literature. They can only be learned by experience. Probably
the expert will have to perform, at least, two missions. The first one to train the team, solve
logistic problems, to prepare all the mechanical devices necessary for the injection and
detection and to define the electronics that will be used. The second mission will be dedicated
to calibration of the detector, realization and analysis of the experiment. Probably, should
other detection campaigns be needed, the local team will be capable of coping with it.
It is surprising the improvement of the local group that can be obtained with a twomonths mission of an expert. The group will certainly be able, after this first experiment, to
walk by its own legs.

It is possible to perform such an experiment with a minimum equipment: a scintillation
counter, a graphic recorder, a printer and theodolites. The results will be as good as those
obtained with more sophisticated electronics; only the deployment of data will need more
time to be completed.
People of all the world, j oui us.
Suspended-sediment transport studies

For experiments with suspended-sediment, it is our feeling that radioactive tracers are
operational. A kind of study particularly gratifying is the definition of dumping places for
dredging spoils.
It is possible to study firstly the movement of the suspended sediment and, in general,
its fate after the deposition can also be determined. Other option is to split the experiment into
two parts, in the case of an important spread of the suspended sediment over the bottom.
Sometimes, results are spectacular and important economic goals are obtained by the
reduction of the distance travelled by the dredger or the barges. It is advisable to perform this
kind of experiment when the hydrodynamic agents are at their worst condition in relation to
the return of the sediment to an undesirable location: always stay on the safety side. Other
applications deal with the dredging procedure itself. Studies can be made to verify the
efectiveness of agitation dredging in estuaries or at harbours subject to strong tidal currents.
The ideal positioning of the discharge tube of a suction dredger, for instance, can also be
determined with tracers in the case of agitation dredging, as will be cited later (Alumar
harbour case study-chapter 5).
The same remark - radioactive tracers are the best solution - is valid for dispersion
studies of particulate matter. A good example is the location of an outfall for the disposal of
pollutants. In this case, since you cannot cover all the possible hydrodynamic conditions.
océanographie measurements become very important. It is necessary to have a very good
knowledge of the current field throughout the year, including statistical values of the periods
when the currents have a disfavourable orientation. Based on that, a cost-benefit analysis will
enable definitions of the best location for the outfall.

In the case of dispersion studies for liquid effluents, fluorescent tracers are considered to
be an option, since radiation is avoided. It is also frequently possible to use a continuous
injection of tracer with fluorescent tracers, easing both the detection and data analysis. With
radioactive tracer, continuous injections are rarely feasible because of the huge activities
necessary'.
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Bed-load transport studies
Bed-load transport studies present different effectiveness in function of the environment
in which they are performed.
In the case of rivers, bed-load determination is possible, the only problem being
sometimes the river banks, that can interfere with detection procedures. Bed-load is only a
fraction of the sediment transported by the river, most of which occurs in suspension. It is
then a matter of a careful economic evaluation to define if the informations provided by a
tracer experiment are worthwhile. In some cases, such as the artificial deepening (dredging or
construction of training walls) with navigation purposes, the bed-load transport knowledge is
very important.
These studies can be important hi areas severely affected by erosion. It is possible to
quantify the bed-load transport and calculate the contribution of different sub-basins to the
overall sediment transport.
Another important application is the validation of the several hydraulic transport
equations available. After the definition of the most adequate transport formula for the river,
extrapolations for different flow-rates can be established with a higher degree of confidence.
This type of information can be important when some kind of reservoir is to be built
downstream, for the predicton of its effective life. Results can be used as input to computer
programs designed to evaluate sedimentation in the confined water-body.
In the case of estuaries, bed-load studies with tracers are difficult to be performed due to
bidirectional flow. Even in studies of suspended sediment, the radioactive cloud tends to
"explode" during tide reversal. This has also happened in studies of mud beds. Net sediment
drift can be determined in some cases, mainly for sandy bottoms. It is suggested [2] that the
tracer mass should be divided, half of the total being introduced at high-water slack and half at
low-water slack. For open-sea conditions, situation is different. Tracers remain as the best
option for bed-load studies and part of this importance is related to tracer ability of integration
of all hydrodynamic agents that act upon it.
Problems may occur in the determination of transport rates in regions where most of the
transport is observed during storm conditions, which is not unusual. The tracer can be spread
over such a large area that artificial radiation cannot be detected anymore. We have observed
this situation during experimental work and we consider this problem as a limitation to tracer
use, when quantitative results are sought. Probably the solution can be found in coupling field
experiments and mathematical models already available for computers and designed to
evaluate transport rates. The experimental work, performed during a period when
hydrodynamic parameters still enable the detection, should be used to calibrate the model.
In the same line of reasoning, another potential use of radioactive tracers in studying
bed-load transport in open-sea region is to use its quantitative results for calibration of crossshore sand transport mathematical models, in relation to artificial beach nourishment works.
To resume, the natural sorting mechanism by the frontal action of waves on a beach has as
result that the coarser sediments find then- equilibrium position in the beach profile closer to
the shoreline than the finer ones. Then, if coarser sand is dumped by a dredger, in front of a
beach, it may be moved shoreward naturally, by wave action, and may fill the beach.
Radioactive tracer, simulating this coarser sand, could be applied to quantify this crossshore sand movement at various depths and for different hydraulic and meteorological
conditions, before the methodology of beach nourishment is decided.
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A detailed hydrodynamic and sedimentological study of the area: wave climate, beach
profiles, bottom sediment grain size distribution and the seasonal variation of these
parameters is required before the tracer studies are performed.
It could be possible, from the tracer detection results, to obtain information about the
seaward limit of litoral drift, for a certain sediment grain size distribution, in a defined wave
climate. The width of the reach into which littoral-drift occurs is an useful information for
engineers that are using hydraulic transport formulas to calculate it.
Remaining in the littoral drift region, much information is needed about it. Unhappily
the detection at this region is almost impossible in the conventional way. Some new
techniques are being developed to work at this region and will be cited later.
Our previous comments point again to a problem already suggested: we have failed in
showing tracer possibilities and potentialities to hydraulic laboratories and institutes.
The classical applications of tracers to bed-sediment studies are suited to a limited
number of sites in each country, mainly for engineering problems linked to harbour
construction or development and to the building of hydraulic structures hi the sea. Studies of
the bed-load transport in rivers are not very frequent, since it is known that nearly most of the
material is transported by river flows as suspended sediment. In opposition, environmental
concern is growing in all countries. The liberation of industrial effluents is now subjected to
severe restrictions. Heavy metals, phosphates, chlorides, fertilizers, pesticides and particulates
disposal is a problem that all environmental authorities are seeking to control. In many cases
these effluents can be discarded without harming environment or men if tracer studies are
previously undertaken. Since some of them are discarded in paniculate form, the opportunities
for suspended-sediment studies have a tendency to increase. Diluted pollutants are also an
opportunity for tracer studies but they are beyond the scope of this paper.

There are however new applications of bed-sediment studies that need to be developed
and may be they could cause a reversal of expectatives. Some of them, performed in European
countries, are cited in sequence.

New applications for bottom sediment studies

Long-term behaviour of dumped dredged spoils [12]. As it was stressed before, studies
of sites for the disposal of dredging spoils are one of the most useful applications of
radioactive tracers. In many cases it is possible to define a site that is entirely safe as a
deposit, in which the dumped spoil will remain indefinitely. In other cases, the tracer studies
are able to define the short-term behaviour of the sediment but information is still needed
relative to its long-term destination.
The region adjacent to the ports of Zeebrugge, Anvers and Ostende is one of the best
studied in Europe. Tracers have given an important contribution to the définition of disposal
sites for dredged material and also to the definition of dredging methodology. It was found
that the dumped material was rapidly resuspended by tidal currents, but there is no
information available relative to its long-term behaviour. This information is of capital
importance both for the coordinator of the dredging works and to environmental authorities.
The access channels to the ports cited above need permanent dredging to keep adequate
navigation depths. The origin of the sediment responsible for this siltation should be
determined. One possibility is the direct return of the dredged sediment to the access channels.
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Another possibility is that the sediment comes from several mud banks located at the environs
of the harbours. The origin of this sediment should also be determined.
A study to define the long-term behaviour of the dredged sédiments covering a period of
several months has been proposed in [12]. Its principal objective is to verify if the dredged
sediment deposited at the dumping sites will or will not be observed at defined times in the
sedimentation zones. Since it is necessary to determine this behaviour for flood and ebb tide
conditions, a double labelling is proposed. Furthermore, as the enormous dilutions will
prevent "in situ" detection of the tracers, samples must be recovered (30 per study) and
subsequently analysed at a laboratory using a high-resolution Ge-Li detector for measuring
the y spectrum between 0 and 3 Mev and long counting times (about 12 hours, calculated to
detect activities estimated in 0,4 Bq/g or 10" 12 Ci/g.
The radionuclides selected have been 181Hf (half life of 45 days) and 160Tb (half life
of 73 days), the first one for labelling the mud (sieved at 0.063 mm) to be injected at flood
conditions and the second to be used at ebb tides. Three depositions are envisaged for each
condition. Activities proposed are 1.5 Ci per injection, using 1 kg of mud at concentration of
250 g/L.
The labelling method is the fixation of the radioisotopes to the sediment, obtained by
the precipitation of their hydroxides from chloridric solutions mixed to suspensions of mud.
This method of labelling has been studied by Bougault for Se, De Groot for La and Hoslin for
Hf. The obtained labelling has proved to be irreversible at the physico-chemical conditions
found at the ocean.
Measurement of bottom sediment transport in the surf zone using radioactive tracers
[13]. A study about beach changes and sediment movement was conducted in the South Baltic
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Sea coastal zone between 1983 and 1989 [13]. Systematic measurements of beach profiles
covering 3km of coastline (FIG. 3.1) showed that this stretch of coast belongs to multi-bar
dissipative ones, with an average slope of 1.5% (FIG. 3.2) and sand grain size D5Q - 0.22
mm.
The bed changes are intense, mainly in the region of the inner bar (depths about 3 m).
Ground glass with diameter between 0.15 and 0.25 mm and labelled with 192jj. hag been
employed to track the sediment movement in the three different subzones of the shore profile,
as shown in Figure 3.2. AREA I, situated in the region of the inner bar (50-60 m far from the
shoreline), has depth h = 0.8-1.2 m. AREA II, 200-250 m away, with h = 2-3 m and AREA
III, spaced 350-450 m from the shoreline, with h = 4-5 m, encompassing the outermost bar,
which delimits the seaward boundary of the surf zone.

Being the waves the main hydrodynamical agent in the sediment transport in the surf
zone, for the sake of the study the wave climate was divided into two classes of events related
to wave heights occurring in AREA II: (A) storm periods (H^g^N > 0.4m) of high
sediment transport rates and (B) low intensity 0.1 < HMEAN < 0.3 m. These two classes
embody all perceptible transport rates.
The movement of the radioactive tracer was tracked automatically; if close to the
shoreline, within a special 10x10 m steel frame (referred to as 'Spider') or from a boat, if far
away from the shoreline. Calibrated scintillation detectors were used.
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Figure 3.2 - Examples of measured shore profiles estimates
(After Pruszok and Zeidler, 1992-[13])
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Figure 3.3 - Sediment transport rate
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Most experiments took place under oblique wave incidence. In case (A) events,
longshore sediment transport prevails and the most intensive sedhnent transport occurs in
AREA II: longshore transport rates Q ranging from 40 to 100 kg/(m.h). In the AREA I, closer
to shoreline: 15 < Q < 40 kg/(m,h) and in the region of AREA III: 3.5 < Q < 20 kg/(m.h).
Under conditions of weak or moderate oblique waves - case (B) events - (e.g. mean
wave period and height 3 < T < 4 s and H < 0.2 m hi AREA II) the longshore transport rate
has been about five times smaller than in the measured case (A) events (FIG. 3.3). For case
(B) conditions the longshore and cross-shore mode of transport are equally important, being
1.7:1 (13.5:8 kg/(m.h)) for AREA II and the cross-shore transport is usually onshore in this
case (FIG. 3.4a).
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Figure 3.4.b - Schematic sand advection

Core samples of tracer sand have provided estimates of the vertical extent and
distribution of transport rate in the bed layer. For case (A) events, the thickness of the bed
sublayer 5 in which all grains move in bulk is 2-5 cm; under weak and moderate waves this
thickness is only a few grain diameters (FIG. 3.4b), and it was found an empirical relation
linking ô and the breaking wave height (Hb): 5= 0.027 Ffb. The experimental relation between
the volumetric sediment transport rate Q and Hb^.v (where v is the mean longshore current
velocity) was: Q = 0.027 Hb^.v m^/s. Both relations agree with experimental findings of
Krauss et al. [14], but are in disagreement with the results of Drapeau [15] by one order of
magnitude. Pruszak & Zeidler [13] explain this discrepancy by an overestimated thickness of
transport (5 = 10 to 60 cm) as pointed out in [13].

It is a known fact that for higher waves there is a tendency for the sand transport in the
breaker zone to be performed mainly in suspension. It is a question open to research to verify
if such tracer technique, as applied in [13], is applicable to more severe wave climates.
Experimental results obtained in laboratory channels under identical regular wave
conditions shoued suspended sand sediment concentrations up to 80 g/L [16]. As the acoustic
detection s\ stems are not suitable for measuring suspended sand sediment concentration in
turbulent flo\\ with the presence of micro-bubles, such as in the breaker zone, the nuclear
density gauges are a possible alternative for this kind of measurement.

NUCLEAR GAUGING AND ITS APPLICATION TO SEDIMENTOLOGICAL

STUDIES
Introduction
The knowledge of the concentration C of suspended sediment (mass of dry sediment in
a given volume of water, expressed in parts per million or milligrams per litre) is an important
data for the evaluation of the consequences of the human intervention in hydrographie basins:
erosion problems arising from either afforestation or deforestation schemes and also from
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agricultural and mining activities in lake catchment basins. The "in situ" measurement of high
concentrations (greater than 500 to 1000mg/L) of suspended sediment (sand, silt and clay) in
the feeding rivers and of the bulk density of fine sediments (silt and clay) deposited in
reservoirs, are applications of nuclear gauges for obtaining data for the sedimentological
balance of the system: lake catchment basin-reservoir.

In estuarine and coastal environments the nuclear gauges can be employed for
measuring the bulk density of fine sediments deposited in access channels, turning basins
and berthing areas of harbours, and in the well of dredgers. These measurements are related
to the optimization of dredging works. There is also a potential application for nuclear gauges
in measuring the high suspended sand sediment concentration in the energetic wave breaker
zone [2].

Principles in which nuclear gauges are based
The absorption (photoelectric effect) or scattering (Compton effect) of electromagnetic
radiations (X or y) emitted by an artificial radioactive source are a function of the
concentration or the bulk density of the mixture sediment-water, hi this way it is possible to
construct nuclear gauges based on these principles, provided that the system is calibrated for
known concentrations.
The volume of influence of nuclear gauges is proportional to the energy of the
electromagnetic radiation of the radioactive sources: 8-10 cm diameter for l^Cd sources,
20-40 cm for 241 Am sources and greater diameters for sources of higher radiation energy as
137
Csand6°Co[2].

There are also gauges for the measurement of suspended sediment concentration based
on the measurement of natural y radiation from the suspended sediment [17], [18].

Transmission gauges

Nuclear gauges based on the principle of the absorption of X or y radiation are known as
transmission gauges. With this type of gauge it is possible to measure the intensity Is?w of a
radiation beam after being transmitted through water containing sediment, whose
concentration by weight or bulk density is to be determined. The intensity of the initial beam,
in the absence of water and sediment is Io > IS;W.

Designating by RS-W 2Ii^ &o the count rates corresponding to Is?w and I0, the measured
count rate after a monoenergetic electromagnetic beam is transmitted through x cm of pure
water is given by:
Rw = Roexp(-u w p w x)

(1)

where (iw and pw are, respectively, the mass attenuation coefficient (cm^/g) and the density
(g/cnP) of pure water.
If the water contains sediment in suspension at a concentration C, the measured count
rate will be:
(2)
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where jxs is the mass attenuation coefficient of the sediment and pm is the density of the
mixture water-sediment:
PsPw
Pm = —————————
Ps ' c(Ps • Pw)

(3)

where ps is the density of the sediment.

The determination of RQ is difficult under the experimental point of view and, for the
calibration of the nuclear gauge, it is common practice to refer the count rate Rs w to Rw.

Relating equations (2) and (1) one obtains:

——- = exp -{ pm x[us C + mv(l - C)] - uw p w x}

(4)

Rw
Substituting pm from equation (3) it follows that:
R

s,w

Ps Ms - Pw M- w

—— = exp - C (-——————) pw x}
RW

(5)

c

Ps - (Ps - Pw)

For sediment concentrations not larger than SOOOOppm, a high design limit for
suspended sediment concentration nuclear gauges, the second term in the denominator of the

equation represents only 3.1%

in relation to the first one and can be neglected [19], [20]. It

follows that:
R

s,w

Pw M- w

...... = exp - C (^s - ——-—-) pw x
RW
Ps

(6)

Putting

= (Ps - ————— ) Pwx>one obtains:
Ps
— — = exp - (S C)

(7)

Rw
or

C = - —— In ———
S
Rw

(8)

Developing equation (7) in series and for small values of C, one obtains:
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—- = 1 - S C
lw

or

————— = -SC
RW

(9)

In equation (9), being —————— = - S C, the slope S means the

Rw
sensitivity of the measure.
S is directly proportional to the mass attenuation coefficient of sediment
(us) and to the source-detector distance (x).
The mass attenuation coefficient for the sediment increases with the decreasing in the
energy of y radiation. Emitters having electromagnetic radiation with low energy, such as:
241 Am (y ray - 60keV) and lO^Qj (X ray - 22keV) are used in nuclear gauges, in order to
increase the sensitivity S.

In

Figure

4.1

one can observe the variation in the parameter
S
PwHw
— = A = (us - ————— ) pw, with the energy of the electromagnetic
x
Ps
radiation. For energies above lOOkeV, S/x < 0.1 and the values of us and jaw are similar,
decreasing the sensitivity and accuracy of measurements performed by a nuclear gauge.
Relatively to the increase in sensitivity of nuclear gauges by increasing the sourcedetector distance, two relevant aspects have to be taken into account:
a) for a given activity of the source, from a certain source-detector distance on, due to
the decrease of the radiation beam intensity caused by the absorption of radiation
(photoelectric effect), one can reach a low count rate, insufficient for the statistical error
(existing due to fluctuations in the count rate) to be within acceptable limits;

b) increasing source-detector distances increases also the proportion of the scattered
radiation by Compton effect reaching the detector with energy lower than that of the initial
beam (build-up factor), resulting in a higher dependence of the mass attenuation coefficient on
the chemical composition of the sediments [21], [18].

The effect of the chemical composition of the sediment on the signal of the gauge is
related to the utilization of electromagnetic radiation of low energy, resulting in a
predominance of the photoelectric effect [22], [23]. In this way, the chemical composition of
the sediments can be expressed by the material parameter P:
n
Zj5
P = S Pi———

(10)

where:
Pi = percentage by weight of the element existing in the sediment
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Figure 4.1 - Variation of the factor A= S/X related to the energy of the radiation

Z[ = atomic number of the element
Aj = atomic mass of the element

Not only the chemical composition of the sediments affects the accuracy of the
measurements. Temperature and electronic drift are other important factors. If a gauge
operates at temperatures other than those for which it has been calibrated, it could happen
modifications in the mechanical structure of the gauge, variations in water density and
changes in the response of the scintillation detectors [24]. Another important factor affecting
measurements is the change in salinity when nuclear gauges are operating in estuarine
environments. A correction factor for salinity (83) must be taken into account in this case, and
equation (7) changes to:

Rs,w
= exp - (S C) exp - (S

(11)

The influence of the chemical composition of sediments, based on quartzose-feldspathic
sands and clays, was studied in laboratory and it was found distortion around 2 g/L for
concentrations of 10 g/L in the case of 241 Am gauges, but almost zero distortion under the
same conditions for 13?Cs gauges [25]. Taking into consideration all the effets mentioned
before, it may be stated that measurements will be accurate to within 1 g/L for the 241 Am
gauge, and within 2 g/L for the l^Cs gauge, for countings lasting for 10 minutes [26].

Scattering gauges
These gauges have a lead shield between the radioactive source and the detector. In this
way. the radiations measured are only those scattered by the suspended sediments into the
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volume of influence related to the gauge. In this way, the signal is a function of the density or
concentration of the mixture water-sediment. The functional relationship obtained
experimentally by calibration of the source is:
R

s,w

= (a p)n exp (-a p)

(12)

MV

where p is the density or concentration of the turbid water, and a and n are constants
characterizing the gauges [27].
The scattering gauges are cilindrical and, in this way, they are suitable for measuring
density of fine sediments deposited in reservoirs and to measure vertical gradient of sediment
densities in the well of dredgers or barges, either by fall down or being introduced in tubes
previously placed at the measuring sites. 241 Am and 137Cs are the sources currently used for
this type of gauge.
Natural radioactivity suspended sediment gauges

The measurement of natural y radiation of the suspended clay sediments (richer in
natural uranium and thorium than siliceous or carbonate sediments) is performed by a
mechanical frame equipped only with a radiation detector and the electronic counting system
associated. By means of a calibration curve it is possible to obtain values of the suspended
sediment concentration from the measurement of the natural radioactivity [17].
In applying this method it has to be taken into account the influence on the detector of
the natural radioactivity coming from bottom sediments, for gauging near the bottom, and the
effect of cosmic rays when the measurements are made near the surface [17]. Furthermore, as
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the volume of influence for this type of gauge is much greater than that for gauges using
artificial radioactive sources, it is advisable to make the measurements not so close ( < 1m ) to
the bottom or the surface of the stream channel.

These gauges are suitable for high sediment concentrations (several g/L) and for this
environment the sensitivity and accuracy of the measure is comparable to those of the
transmission gauges [27].
Calibration procedures
The calibration of a suspended sediment nuclear gauge is performed in laboratory, using
sediment samples taken from the site to be studied. Suspensions with increased concentrations
are then created in tanks by stirring or pumping the mixture water-sediment. The
measurement of the concentrations are made by the gravimetric method.

Plotting the ratio RS>W/RW (respectively count rates in the mixture water-sediment and
in clear water) against the measured concentration of each mixture, one obtains the calibration
curve (FIG. 4.2). This calibration has to be checked "in situ", using samples taken during the
intervals of the measurement campaign.
Calibration procedures have to be carried out whenever significant changes in the
chemical composition of the sediment have occurred. Variations in content of elements with
high atomic number, such as Fe, may alter the value of the material parameter P of a given
sediment and the mass attenuation coefficient. In this way, it is advisable to perform the
gauge calibration and also to determine the elemental sediment composition, in order to
relate the calibration curve to the value of the material parameter P.
For instance, having a collection of calibration curves and the corresponding values of
the material parameter P for a given portable transmission gauge, it is possible to use it for
different types of sediments, without further calibration in laboratory, provided the value of P
for each type of sediment is known.
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The dotted line (C) indicates data obtained in a section 0.05-0.25 m from the river bed;
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0.60m from the river bed. The solid circles indicate data obtained by independent sampling, (after Tazioli, 1981-(243)

Figure 4.5 - Rainfall histogram, water stage (II) and suspended sediment concentration

registered by two 241 Am gauges at different depths.

Uses of nuclear gauges and some results

As pointed out in the beginning of this chapter, there are two main fields of application
for nuclear gauges using artificial radioisotopes.

The "in-situ" measurement of high concentrations above 0.5-l.Og/L up to 100g/L of
suspended sediment (sand, silt and clay), which occurs most of the time in torrential rivers or
in flood seasons in some rivers, may be performed by means of manned gauges, allowing the
vertical profiling of concentrations or using fixed gauges, for continuous unattended recording
of concentration or alternatively for measuring sediment concentration only during flash
floods.
In the latter case, the gauge is activated by a switch when a pre-selected water level is
reached and is turned off when the level falls.
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Figure 4.6 - Relationship between total suspended sediment transport and total runoff

for 25 flood events.
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Measurement of suspended sediment concentration
Application of manned nuclear gauges has been performed in China since 1971 [28], for
the measurement of suspended sediment concentration in the Yellow river. Transmission
gauges where developed for this purpose, and radioactive sources with activities: 200 mCi

(7.4 GBq) of 137Cs and lOOmCi (3.7 GBq) to ICi (37 GBq) of 241Am have been used. In
Figure 4.3, some examples of transmission and scattering nuclear gauges are shown.
Fixed transmission nuclear gauges have been intensively used in some selected
hydrographie basins in Italy, since the seventies, for measuring suspended sediment
concentrations. Two basins in southern Italy: in Basilicata (area of 63.5 km2) and in Calabria
(area of 4.7 km2) were studied with the following objectives: a) observing the phenomena of
erosion and solid transport during flash floods hi which high suspended concentrations occur;
b) test different types of nuclear gauges and their functioning under severe conditions [30],
[24], [26], [2]. These basins are characterized by torrential regimes of surface runoff.
Some results of Torrente Ilice basin in Calabria are shown in Figure 4.4. This basin is
underlain by crystalline Paleozoic rock and by Quaternary sand and conglomerates which
provide a large amount of bed and suspended material for transport [31]. As a result the
suspended sediment is mainly sand. The measurements performed with the fixed nuclear
gauge using ^7cs showed suspended sediment concentration values higher than 100 g/L and
the basin does not present any relationship between runoff and suspended sediment
concentration [2].
For Torrente la Canala basin, in Basilicata, characterized by Quaternary marly clays of

generally silty and/or sandy texture,

quartzose-calcareous sands and by polygenic
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Figure 4.7.a - Density gauge based on the principle of gamma radiation transmission
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Figure 4.7.b - Backscattering nuclear gauge (Sapra JTD3)

conglomerates, results obtained with two 241 Am transmission gauges, fixed at different
heights from the bed showed that, during major flood events, there are no appreciable
gradients of suspended sediment concentration, as shown in Figure 4.5 [24], [26], [2]. This
finding is explained by the predominant clay or sand-silt nature of the sediment at this basin.
The mean annual suspended sediment load exceeds 1000 t/km^ and bed load transport is
despicable.
Torrente la Canala basin shows a good degree of correlation between total runoff
volumes and total suspended sediment loads for some flood events, as shown in Figure 4.6.
An automatic 241 Am source transmission gauge, which can be moved vertically along
steel rails, for profiling the vertical gradients of suspended sediments, was installed at one
station in the basin of Musone river, near Ascona city, in central Italy. This basin has a surface
area of 640 km^ and an experimental study is being carried out for monitoring flood processes
by controlling all the hydrological, sedimentological and morphological parameters involved,
in order to have a global description of flash fluvial phenomena [2].
The information provided by this nuclear gauge together with periodic topographical
surveys of river cross-sections, rainfall and water stage recordings, river flow measurements
and bed-load monitoring has contributed to a better understanding of the principal phenomena
of erosion and sediment transport. It was also demonstrated that the suspended sediment
transport typically anticipates the peak of liquid discharge and that there is a strong correlation
between total suspended sediment transport with total runoff volume of each flood.
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Measurement of bulk density of fine sediments deposited in reservoirs and in coastal
environments

One important parameter for the sedimentological balance of the system: lake catchment
basin-reservoir is the measurement of the quantity (mass) of sediments deposited into the
reservoir, during a certain time interval. By means of echo sounding surveys, performed at the
beginning and end of the considered time interval, it is possible to calculate the variation in
volume of the reservoir, referred to a certain reference level.

In the region where the river enters the reservoir, where the deposition of the coarser
(sandy) sediments occurs, a vertical density gradient does not exist. The mass of deposited
sediments can be calculated, considering the variation in volume given by echosounder
surveys and the uniform density of the coarse sediment deposited. By the way, in the region of
preferential deposition of the fine sediment (silt and clay), nearer the reservoir dam, it exists a
vertical density gradient, not well determined by echo sounding surveys, even by using
simultaneously equipment of low (33 kHz) or high (210 kHz) frequencies having,
respectively, high and low penetration capacity.
To overcome this limitation, twin-prong transmission and single-prong scattering
nuclear gauges are used (FIG. 4.7a and 4.7b). These gauges are normally equipped with depth
sensors and inclinometers for the underwater unit. They are used as point measuring systems
and are lowered on a suspension cable to sink into the soft bed by falling down under its own
weight. In this way, density profiles between 1.0 and 1.5 g/cm^ may be determined.

As the scattering gauges are cilindrical, they are also suitable for being introduced in
tubes previously placed at the measuring sites, allowing an extended range of values for the
density profiles. 241 Am and 137cs 3^ me sources currently used for this type of gauge.
In harbours submitted to heavy fine sediment siltation, such as Rotterdam and
Zeebrugge, in Europe, and in some harbours in South America and Indonesia, it exists in
certain parts, a lower density layer above the more consolidated bed sediment, named fluid
mud, which can attain several metres. The top interface between the fluid mud layer and the
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water above is generally detected by the echosounder of 210 kHz frequency, normally
employed for surveying nautical depths. It was demonstrated by ship manoeuvering and
laboratory studies that the fluid mud is not an obstacle to navigation, provided its bulk density
is equal to 1.2 g/cm^ or less (FIG. 4.7c). In this way, since the late seventies, radioactive
gauges have been operated at spot locations in Rotterdam waterway, hi conjunction with
echo sounding surveys. As the product of this survey, nautical charts showing the 1.2 g/cm3
density depth contours are prepared and used for navigation and dredging work purposes.
In harbours where large areas of fluid mud should be surveyed, it seemed interesting to
perform a continuous measurement of density instead of measurements at spot locations, hi
this way, a towed density probe was developed [36]. The overall system consists of a tow fish
containing a ^^Cs transmission gauge and a depth sensor, an "intelligent" winch controlling
the vertical movement of the fish in order to follow the 1.2 g/cm3 pre-selected bulk density
and a main computer which controls and runs, via the necessary interfaces, the simultaneous
echo sounding and density surveys. This type of equipment is expensive and it may be costeffective only in the context of large area repetitive density surveys.
Another important use of nuclear gauges related to the improving of dredging works is
the measuring of density profiles of dredged spoil in the well of dredgers, allowing to evaluate
the load efficiency of a particular dredging practice. As an example, the Figure 4.8 shows a
schematic dredging cycle for a trailing suction hopper dredger. Loading curves of the dredger,

Ton.

40%

20%

(PERCENTAGE OF SAND)

Time
TRAVEL AND
DUMPING TIME

OPTIMUM DREDGING CYCLE

t, - Start dredging time
tj - Start overflow time

ts - Optimum dredging time

Figure 4.8 - Dredging cycle for a trailing suction hopper dredger
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Figure 5.1 - Key map, Santos bay and estuary
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according to the percentage of sand dredged (related to the total amount of sand, silt and clay),
are drawn. For a fixed travel and dumping time (same dredged region and same dumping site),
and for each loading curve, there is an optimum time for dredging with overflow (13 - t2), in
order to get the optimum dredging cycle time (tangent to the specific loading curve).

CASE STUDIES

Santos Bay [37]

The shape of Santos Bay, in Säo Paulo State, Brazil, 60 km far from Säo Paulo city, is
roughly quadrangular, limited at E and W by two rocky points, Ponta Grossa and Ponta de
Itaipu (FIG. 5.1), with an area of about 36 km^. Two estuaries, Santos at E, and Säo Vicente
at W open into the bay, the contribution of Santos estuary to the overall flow in the bay being
more important. The most important Brazilian port facilities are installed at Santos estuary.
Adequate depths are kept at the harbour and access channel through permanent
maintenance dredging. Due to the importance of Santos harbour, several sedimentological
studies were performed at Santos bay and surroundings, from 1973 to 1985, using a
combination of hydraulic measurements, physical movable bed models and radioactive tracer
studies. Bottom sediments in the bay cover all the range between fine sand and clay (FIG.
5.2). The material dredged in the harbour is mainly silt and clay and in the access channel it
includes also fine sand.
Studies performed in 1973/74 [38] had the objective of evaluating various dumping sites
to reduce the distance from the dredging region to the disposal areas. In the first study it was
determined, by labelling the full load of barges with 198AU, that the disposal area near Ponta
de Itaipu, at W, was inadequate, since the material could return, by the action of
hydrodynamic circulation, to the bay-estuary system (FIG. 5.1). A new alternative site outside
the bay, at E, was chosen near Moela island. Its use, implemented immediately after the
studies, resulted in a sensible reduction on maintenance dredging costs.

In 1985, another dumping site, also eastward to the bay entrance, near Ponta Rasa rocky
point was defined (FIG. 5.1), with the objective of reducing, even more, the transportation
distances [39]. Again, the technique used was the labelling with 198AU of the dredged
material transported by barges. The new dumping site has been used since 1986.
Hydraulic measurements and tracer studies performed in 1980/81 [40], using ground
glass labelled with l^li, were intended to define the behaviour of the bottom fine sandy
sediment that is found in some regions of the bay, on behalf of model studies.
Six injections were performed in different regions of Santos bay; three in the winter of
1980 and three in the summer of 1981 (FIG. 5.2). Before the injections in summer, the bottom
was surveyed in order to detect the remaining of the radioactive clouds from the winter
experiments. It was still possible to find activities of more than twice the background, in the
regions inside the dotted lines, having origin in Pl\ WINTER an^ ^3 WINTER- ^ ^s
way, the summer tracer injections were made outside these regions.

Both in summer and winter, bottom sediment movement has an onshore resultant, being
more important in winter conditions. Transportation rates were quantified in both regimes
(Table I). Waves, associated with tidal currents inside the bay, are the main transport agents,
the direction of movement being always compatible with the prevailing waves incidence
directions (FIG. 5.3).
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MP 3 /Winter (Fig.5.2»

TIME INTERVAL:
O8/08/80 TO 27/09/80

MP 3 /Summer (Fig.5.2)

TIME INTERVAL:
14/02/81 TO 09/04/81

(After Bondeiro el al.,l98l-{35]}

Figure 5.3 - Wave direction frequency
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It was also determined that, when the depth of 7m is attained, bottom material under
movement tends to inflect towards Santos estuary entrance as indicated by the the two sets of
dotted lines (having origin in the injection performed at 03/08/80 in Pl\ WINTER)» fr°m me
detections dated 07/02/81 and 08/04/81 (FIG. 5.2). It is also possible to observe from the
successive positions of these dotted unes, the movement of the bottom sediment towards the
coast and also a smaller shift towards W of the western portion of the lines limiting an activity
equal to twice the natural bottom sand background.
The current circulation pattern inside the bay, mainly tidal influenced, was determined by
intensive field measurements employing manned and recording currentmeters [41]. Figures
5.4a and 5.4b show, respectively, the current circulation for flood
and ebb tides at three levels (1m below surface, mid depth and 1m above the bottom). It is
interesting to observe that, for the eastern part of the bay, where the injections Pl£ WINTER
and Pl2 SUMMER were performed, the currents are always (in flood and ebb tide) directed to

TABLE I - Main results obtained with sandy bottom sediment transport studies in
Santos Bay using ground glass labelled with

Injection
Points
(FIG. 5.2)

PIl WINTER
PI2 WINTER
PI3 WINTER
PIl SUMMER

Pl2 SUMMER

PI3 SUMMER

Time
Depth Related
Interval
to
Considered Hydrographie
Datum
(m)
03/08/80
to
7.9
22/09/80
08/08/80
to
12.3
18/09/80
06/08/80
10.0
to
19/09/80
09/02/81
7.6
to
08/04/81
08/04/81
to
20/06/81
21/02/81
10.9
to
07/04/81
07/04/81
to
19/06/81
19/02/81
9.3
to
02/04/81

Bottom
Sediment
Transport
Rate
(kg/m/day)

Azimuth of the
Sediment
Transport Cloud
Axis

270

342°

350

335°

200

14°

10

350°

20

350°

40

339°

40

339°

10

349°
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N, flowing towards the interior of the bay. This is due to a counterclockwise circulation inside
the bay, during ebb flow.
As a consequence, in spite of the greater depths relatively to the other regions, the
bottom sediment transport rate for the eastern region is also higher, both in winter and
summer regimes (table I). This could be the reason for not finding remaining activities hi the
region of Pl2 WINTER radioactive injection, before the injection performed in summer time.
From this case study it is possible to evaluate how powerful radioactive tracers can be in
answering bottom and suspended sediment movement questions, provided a good knowledge
of the hydrodynamic conditions of the site under study is available.

Alumar Harbour [37]

Alumar harbour (FIG. 5.5) has been built to serve a huge aluminum factory near Sâo
Luis city, capital of Maranhao State, in the north of Brazil. The access channel in Estreito dos
Coqueiros, linking the terminal to Sâo Marcos Bay, the turning basin and the berthing area
were dredged in a region between two islands: Taua Mirim and Sâo Luis. The currents in the
region are mainly tidal influenced and can reach values above 2.0m/s during spring tides. The
tide is semi-diurnal presenting spring tidal amplitude of about 7.0m. The natural sediment
encountered in the bottom of Säo Marcos Bay is mainly sand.
Due to the high natural suspended sediment concentration (about 600 mg/L), being silt
and clay its main constituent, a strong sedimentation occurs in the dredged regions. In this
way, the dredged material is mainly silt and clay, except when certain parts of the access
channel, nearer to Säo Marcos Bay are dredged. Adequate natural depths are kept at this bay
due to the high tidal currents, being that place the natural dumping site for the disposal of
dredged material.
In order to improve dredging works, various studies employing nuclear techniques,
together with hydraulic measurements were performed. Labelling full charges of a trailing
suction hopper dredger and dumping the material in Säo Marcos Bay showed that the
conditions for the dispersion of dredged material, dumped into that bay, were very favourable
[42]. Very little of the fine material discharged by the dredger remains on the sandy bottom at
the site of disposal, being resuspended by the high speed currents. Besides that, the
concentration of the discharged particulates remaining in suspension soon reaches the
concentration level naturally present in the bay. Consequently, the chosen disposal area could
be changed to a site closer to the entrance of Estreito dos Coqueiros, care being taken to avoid
disposal shortly before or after tide reversal, while currents are not strong enough.

Other studies were made at the harbour region [43] in an attempt to implant some sort of
agitation dredging in this area where the sediment deposition is quite important. In this case,
the fate of the dredged spoil depends on the position of the discharge site and the stage of the
tide. During flood tide the suspended material is carried either to the stretch of the Estreito dos
Coqueiros south of the harbour or to Rio dos Cachorros, which opens in the harbour region,
and most of it settles down to the bottom. When the dumping is performed during ebb tide,
the position of the discharge site makes a great difference. Tests were made near the western
and the eastern extremity of the harbour terminal. The trajectories of the sediment are quite
different in both cases, but the material tends to move to sites of preferential sedimentation.
When discharge is done through a pipeline from a suction dredger operating near the
berth, a considerable part of the dredged spoil sinks directly to the bottom due to the influence
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of the initial downwards momentum and negative buoyancy of the slurry jet. If the discharge
is made parallel and just below to the surface water, the slurry remains in suspension for long
times (FIG. 5.6a and 5.6b). Since the tidal stage is of utmost importance for the behaviour of
the dredged spoil which remains in suspension after the disposal, much can be gained in terms
of abatement of sedimentation in the berthing area and in the turning basin by matching the
discharge regime to the tidal stages.
Six suspended sediment injections (Table II) of fine material labelled with 198 AU were
performed in different points of the Estreito dos Coqueiros and the harbour turning basin
(FIG. 5.7), discharging the labelled material into the jet of a suction dredger (injections 3 and
4) or directly, parallel and just below the water surface (injections 1, 2, 5 and 6). Due to the
small depths in some parts of the studied region, two scintillation detectors were placed at one
metre below the water surface, in a rigid pole fixed to the detection boat. It was possible to
compute the advection velocity (u), the longitudinal (D]_) and transversal (Dj) dispersion, the
dilution, the sedimentation rate (SR), the necessary time for the sedimentation of half of the
cloud (Tj/2) and Lj/2 = u.Tj/2, for all the experiments. Table n presents the results of some
of these parameters, where the dispersion values are calculated for the T\/2 instant.
It can be inferred from Table II and Figure 5.7 that the higher sedimentation rates
correspond to injections (3 and 6) being performed in situation of ebb flow, in the sheltered
region of the turning basin, relatively to the ebb flow coming from the southern reach of
Estreito dos Coqueiros. For this situation, in this region, there is the composition of the ebb
flows coming from Rio dos Cachorros and from the southern reach of Estreito dos Coqueiros,
producing a gyre of the cloud from an E-W movement to a S-N one, in a kind of vortex,
facilitating the sedimentation. Furthermore, the third injection was performed into the jet of
the suction dredger operating in the berthing area.

TABLE II - Main results of suspended sediment transport studies in Alumar Harbour
region using mud labelled with

Inj
ecti
on
No.
1
2
*>

4
5

6

Average Longitudi Transversal SedimenGauge Tidal ampl Advect naldisper- dispersion tation rate
velocity sion(m2/s) (m2/s)
(m)
(g/ton/s)
and stage
(m/s)

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1

0.75
6.6
ebb
0.22-0.63
5.8
flood/ ebb
0.32
3.9
ebb
0.38
3.2
flood
0.55
3.4
ebb
0.08-0.28
5.4
ebb/ flood

2.15
2.76
0.88
0.19
0.10
3.27
1.10
2.89

0.23
0.18
0.28
0.30
0.11
0.10

1.12
3.43
0.53

Lj/2 Tl/2
(m) (min)

532
306
2289
2257
233

896
1069
290
449
94
95
1123

20
24
22
34
5
5
50

449
371
917

794
961
68

26
31
13

431
361
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Current measurements made during the rainy season [44] showed the existance of a
null-drift point in the lower water layer in the vicinity of the harbour, at spring tides, which
strongly enhances sedimentation. This is unlikely to occur during dry seasons since freshwater contribution to the system is very low at that time.
Another field experiment performed in Estreito dos Coqueiros had as objective to study the
contribution of the sandy bottom sediment transport from Säo Marcos Bay to the access
channel.
Ground
glass
labelled with
198 AU was
injected
hi the
northern extremity of the access channel. The diameters of the grains were comprised between
0.125 mm and 0.177mm, representing the natural grain size distribution of the bottom
sediment. Governed by the strong tidal currents,the bottom sediment transport hi the access
channel is bi-directional, with a resultant to SSE (1.2 t/(m.d), in the harbour direction (FIG.
5.8), as pointed out by the survey of the radioactive cloud during 10 days, covering spring and
neap tides [45].
"In-situ" density measurements using a nuclear transmission gauge developed in Brazil
allowed an evaluation of the thickness of the fluid mud layer up to the bulk density of 1.3
g/cnP [33]. The variations in this thickness clearly showed a preferential Sedimentation hi the
turning basin and a still stronger tendency to deposition in the berthing area, halfway from its
centre, towards its eastern extremity. These measurements are being performed in a monthly
basis, since 1983, to control depth variations and to optimize dredging operations at Alumar
harbour.

Study of Ivai River and Tributaries [46]

This work has been previously reported [2] but, as it was performed by our group and
presents some important characteristics, it is again reviewed.

The northwestern region of Parana State undertook a rapid process of deforestation
during the development boom that occured at the region, causing severe problems of soil
erosion. The region belongs to River Parana basin, one of the most important rivers of South
America that contributes to the formation of Rio de la Plata. One of the tributaries of River
Parana that drain the area under study is River Ivai, 650 km long and an average discharge of
about 800 m^/s, at the measuring station.
Studies have been performed to study the annual sediment discharge of Rio Ivai and of
four of its tributaries, selected in function of being representative of a particular soil type or
land utilization.

The objective was to measure the bed-load transport of River Ivai for a relatively short
period and use those results to evaluate the applicability of several hydraulic equations used to
calculate sediment discharge from conventional flow parameters.
The studies at the small stream had the objective of the direct determination of their
sediment discharge in response to local catchment circumstances.

For the work at River Ivai, which is about 200m wide, a special platform was prepared
to perform the injection and detection of radioactive tracer and to serve as a basis for
conventional measurements. Fine sand labelled with l^Au or simulated by iridium glass was
used in the experiments.
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Figure 5.6.a - Sketch of the setup for tracer injection in the dredger jet
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Figure 5.6.b - Behaviour of fine sediment dumped in ebb phase
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Figure 5.7 - Injection points of suspended sediment labelled with

For the small creeks, activities used amounted to 5.5 GBq (150 mCi) of 198AU and 2.6
to 5.9 GBq (69 to 160 mCi) of 192Ir. At the main river, they have been 22.2 GBq (600 mCi)
and 10.2 GBq (275 mCi) respectively.
Surveys of the longitudinal distribution of the tracer were performed using a sledge
pulled from the platform at River Ivai. For the small creeks, detectors were fixed to a trolley
that could be moved at constant speed, along rails erected on the banks. The count rate
balance method was used for all the experiments.
The comparison between direct measurements at River Ivai and those computed for five
semi-empirical equations have shown considerable differences. Two of them were chosen
since they represented quite well the results of field experiments (FIG. 5.9).

The experiments of the creeks were also quantified and relationships have been
stablished between their solid discharge and the region that they drained.

( after Bomtempo el al., 1984 - (403)
Figure.5.8 - Injection point: PI (04/05/84); centers of gravity of the radioactive bottom
sediment clouds: CG2 (07/05/84), CG4 (14/05/84); and limit of the
radioactive cloud (14/05/84)
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Sedimentological Studies in San Diego River Basin and La Juventud Reservoir - Cuba
Using Nuclear Techniques [47,48]

San Diego river basin (FIG. 5.10) is situated in the western part of Cuba Island, at south
of the Cordillera de los Organos, and has an area of 254 km^, up to the La Juventud dam.
Works performed in this basin, under the IAEA Technical Co-operation Project CUB/8/009,
had the main purpose of introducing in Cuba the use of nuclear techniques as a tool for
solving some sedimentological problems. The following objectives [47,48] were pursued:
•Measurement of the density and thickness of layers of sediment
deposited on the bottom of reservoirs, using backscattering density
gauges;
•Measurement of the concentration of suspended sediment
by water courses applying, when indicated, y-ray transmission gauges;

•Investigate the origin of sediments based on
chemical composition, using methods of X-ray
X-ray fluorescence and neutron activation analysis.

transported

their lithological and
diffractometry analysis,

For measuring the density and thickness of layers of deposited sediment in the La
Juventud reservoir, a special floating platform was constructed (FIG. 5.11). It is equipped with
two outboard motors, a central structure having a tower from which access tubes for the ybackscattering density gauges are driven to the reservoir bottom, with the help of a
harnmer.The floating platform is also adequate to be used in bathymétrie surveys of the
reservoir. Due to its dimensions it can be easily transported by truck to other reservoirs.
Figure 5.12 shows density profiles obtained at ?2 and ?3 points (FIG. 5.10), situated,
respectively, outside and in the position occupied by the former thalweg of the San Diego
river hi the region of La Juventud reservoir. It can be seen that the thickness of the layer of the
fine deposited material is 0.5m and 2.5m, respectively. For ?3 point, it was also performed a
y-logging, which also indicated the interface water-sediment (FIG. 5.12).
It was planned to use a y-ray transmission gauge at the hydro-sedimentometric station
Los Gavilanes, situated in the San Diego river (FIG. 10).

Bottom sediment samples of the rivers San Diego, La Julia and the La Juventud
reservoir were taken in the points shown in Figure 5.10 and submitted to X-ray diffraction
analysis, X-ray fluorescence and neutron activation analysis, in order investigate the origin of
the sediments related to its possible sources in the hydrographie basin.

Sedimentological Studies in Magdalena River, Barranquilla - Colombia, Using Nuclear
Techniques [50,51,52]

The Magdalena river is the main water course of Colombia. Its hydrographie basin has
an area of 250,000 km^^ its length is 1,500 km; its average flow rate is 7,000 m^/s and its
estimated total sediment transport is 172*10^ t/a, considering measurements performed near
its mouth [49]. The access channel to the harbour situated in Barranquilla ("Terminal
Publico") is maintained by dredging, mainly in the reach just south of the river islands of
sector Siape (FIG. 5.13). The reason for the preferential accretion in this region, in which
there is no flow inversion, is that the channel crosses the river from the left to the right bank
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Figure 5.9 - Bed material discharge estimated from standard equations compared with
tracer results - Rio Ivai

and thus the flow velocity and the sediment transport occur transversely to the channel
alignment. Furthennore, there is a gradual increase in the river section from south to north in
this region and hence the average flow velocity decreases, facilitating the sediment deposition
in the channel [50,51].
Maintenance dredging in this curved reach of the access channel is performed by a
trailing suction hopper dredger ("Bocas de Ceniza"), with carrying capacity of 5,000 m3, and
amounts, presently, to 5*106 m3/a. After the construction of a training wall, in the position
occupied by the present curved reach of the channel (FIG. 5.13), the maintenance dredging in
this reach is expected to decrease to 1*106 m3/a [52]. Nevertheless, it will be necessary to
dredge the new channel, besides and parallel to the training wall, in a region of a mud bank.
This capital dredging, estimated in 6*106 m3, is foreseen for 1994.
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Figure 5.12 - La Juventud reservoir density profiles

The dredged material, ranges from clay and silt to medium sand, the finer material
occuring mainly during low water season (January to April - FIG. 5.14), when the flow
velocities near the bottom are also lower and there is the presence of a salt wedge in the
region, facilitating the deposition of the finer material. The present dumping site is situated
outside the Magdalena river mouth, as indicated in Figure 5.13.
Studies are being performed in order to verify if the dredged material can be dumped in
the proposed site, in front of Las Flores (FIG. 5.13). This region is not submitted to
maintenance dredging and the natural bottom sediment is almost the same as that found in the
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Figure 5.14 - Flow-rate (1991-1992), water level and exceedance level frequency
(1940-1991) in Magdalena river at Calamar station

dredged region pointed before, including the variation in composition related to the river flow
regime.
Ground glass (0.160 mm < D < 0.250 mm) labelled with 192Ir, will be injected on the
bottom, in the low water season, and followed from dry to rainy period. If the material is
moved by the currents at a rate that avoids a further decreasing of the depths dangerous to
navigation purposes, due to the future dumping of the dredged material, the area can be
chosen for the new dumping site. This will have, as a consequence, a shortening of 20 km in
the sailing distance of the dredger during a round trip, with an economy of about two hours in
each dredging cycle (period 0-tj in Figure 4.8). Furthermore, measurements with a JTD3
backscattering density gauge are being performed in the well of the dredger, hi order to collect
density profiles. This will allow to draw the curves indicating the variation, with time, of the
weight of the dredged material contained in the well of the dredger as a function of the sand
content which, by its turn, relies on the river flow regime, as pointed out before.
The joint application of these two nuclear techniques to the dredging works being
performed in the last reach of the Magdalena river could result in an optimisation hi the
dredging cycle (FIG. 4.8) with an estimated average dredging cycle time reduction of about
42% [52], in case the new dredging disposal site could be used.

FINAL COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS

Things have not changed very much since the comprehensive report [2] about the use of
nuclear techniques in sediment transport and sedimentation problems.
Nuclear techniques in the field of sediment transport have more or less stratified in time,
after an initial period of rapid development. In opposition, conventional techniques are always
improving and some developments are making possible and advantageous their use in fields
where the tracers were the uncontested kings, some years ago. In addition to that,
hydroinformatics presented a remarkable development in the last years. The solution of the
hydrodynamic and transport-dispersion equations are now almost standard and recent
advances in modelling of sediment transport have taken over the most important areas of
development on the numerical modelling side.
A picture like that is not optimistic regarding the future use of nuclear techniques. It
remembers a little the situation of developing countries in comparison with the developed
ones. Time works against the developing countries, that are not able to incorporate new
technological improvements at the same rate of their developed conterparts - and still less
capable of creating new technologies at the desired speed. The situation asks for drastic
modification in the attitude of the users of nuclear techniques.
This lack of optimism regarding the use of tracers is limited to the field of sediment
transport studies. Other applications of stable and radioactive tracers are in a phase of rapid
progress, as for example reservoir sedimentation and hydrogeology. This last field seems to be
the one with more potential, as more than ninety per cent of drinkable water is located
underground - but, again, it must be treated using an adequate combination of nuclear and
conventional techniques.
The future of nuclear gauges, mainly those using low activity sources, shows some
promise. The concept of "navigable depth", that considers the depth in which a density of the
mixture mud/water is 1.2 t/m^ as still adequate for navigation, will generate considerable
opportunities for the use of nuclear gauges. The definition of the amount to be dredged and of
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the dredging programme can, and is generating, important economies to harbour operators.
Equipments that use computer controlled winches, allowing to follow a pre-selected value of
density, are ideal for intensive surveys of large regions presenting fluid mud, but very useful
results can be obtained with the use of simple instrumentation (twin-prong transmission and
single-prong scattering gauges), when small regions are surveyed. These instruments are only
to be applied in harbours where mud sedimentation is important. Besides the case cited in this
report (Alumar harbour, Sâo Luis - item 5.2), they are also being used at Rotterdam,
Zeebrugge, and in some harbours in Indonesia. The gauges can also be/used to establish the
optimum dredging time in overflow, by measuring the density profiles inside the well of a
trailing suction hopper dredger. For these measurements, there are no conventional techniques
available.

Nuclear gauges are also a good option for "in-situ" river measurement of suspended
sediment concentrations higher than 1.0 g/L. Yet, they can be used as fixed installations and
automatically record concentrations during flash floods. Their use is thus somewhat limited,
but they can be useful in arid zones, or in tropical regions subjected to heavy rainstorms,
coupled to some device for the remote transmission of the collected data. Nevertheless, the
acceptance of these systems throughout the world has been limited.
In this case, one has a good example of the improvements introduced in conventional
techniques for the case of silt and clay. The nuclear technique is somewhat limited by the
value of the relatively high threshold concentration, as pointed out before. Even with this
limitation, nuclear equipment was one option for a continuous determination of
concentrations, as the conventional techniques were mainly based on sampling and
gravimetric methods. If another detection system, based for instance in the attenuation of
light, was used to cover the range outside the capability of the nuclear instrument, it was
possible to have a continuous recording of the suspended load in a river. But the conventional
equipment has shown recently an important evolution. New instruments based on light or
infrared scattering or transmission have been developed and cover concentration values in the
range of 0 to 10 g/L. They will probably substitute nuclear equipments almost immediately.
However, nuclear gauges, due to its strength, are still indicated for measurements in very
severe hydrodynamic conditions and in the presence of high debris load.
If the problem is the determination of the concentration of suspended sand, then again
nuclear instruments prevail. Conventional devices are still in their infancy and reliance must
be placed upon the traditional sampling by bottles or by pumping. The most promising
systems use radiated ultrasound, but they are employed only with extensive site-specific
calibration by sampling. The presence of micro-bubbles, as occurring in the breaker zone,
affects the response of suspended sediment gauges based on the accoustic scattering. Since
then- presence do not affect the response of nuclear gauges, they are an alternative for the
measuring of high concentrations of sand suspensions in the surf zone.
Definition of disposal sites for dredging spoils is a field in which tracers have been
largely used and studies will probably remain, since their economic results are considerable,
reducing both the return of dredged material to undesirable locations and the distance
travelled by the dredger. The same consideration is valid for the disposal or study of the
movement of participate waste. Concern with environment will probably contribute to
increase this application. Another application that may prove useful is the study of the longterm behaviour of dumped dredged spoils. In some cases, even if a tracer experiment has
previously defined the short-term behaviour of the sediment dumped at a particular site,
information must still be needed about its long-term destination, particularly when the
dredged volumes are important. One possibility is to label the dredged sediment with
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radionuclides like 181Hf (half-life of 45 days) or 160ib (half-life of 73 days) and take
samples for some months at its possible destinations. Since the dilutions will be enormous, the
samples must be analysed using high-resolution solid-state detectors.

In the case of agitation dredging, for instance, the orientation of the pipeline that
discharges the dredged material from a suction dredger can also be optimized, through the
labelling of the dredged material jet with a tracer. The same method can be used to define the
deposition patterns followed by the mud, immediately after the opening of the bottom ports of
a dredger or a barge. A radioactive density gauge mounted in a pole or moored and situated
near the sea bottom, may also be used to monitor the deposition pattern of the highly dense
mud cloud that reaches the bottom due to the downwards vertical momentum, just after
dumping.

In the case of the dispersion of suspended sediment, conventional techniques are limited
to the collection and analysis of samples, which is a heavy and not very precise method. Even
when a natural tracer is available, which would be a better option than the use of radioactive
material, the direct detection is still favourable to the nuclear method. In this field, radioactive
tracers have their strongest point, both for pollution studies and for dredged material disposal.
Since the same technique used for the dispersion of sediments is applicable to the study of the
behaviour of chemical, organic and thermal pollutants, it is evident that a tracer group should
also be active in this area Probably working opportunities will be more easily found in
dispersion studies that interest both port operators and environmental authorities.

For bed-load studies, in rivers and open sea, the nuclear methods remain the best option
for field studies. Conventional methods do not present the necessary degree of confidence.
The use of sampling equipment deposited on the bottom to retain the moving sand grains does
not always give coherent results. The procedure is heavy and uncomfortable, both to locate
the sampler at the adequate position on the bottom and to recover it after the sampling period.
The determination of bed-load through the recording and evaluation of bottom
configurations is not easy to interpret and results obtained are not very precise.
Even being more advantageous and precise, nuclear techniques need improvements in
the determination of the mean transport depth, as is stressed in this paper on the description of
the method. Practically all the experiments being performed are using glasses containing
198Au, 46gc or 192^ smce surface labelling of natural sediments is used only for very
special applications. The best option available now is the use of the count-rate balance method
plus core sampling, but a better alternative would be to substitute core analysis by a more
direct approach based on the properties of radiation. The suggestion of Dr. Plata Bedmar (item
3.3.1), relating the differences between the simultaneous recording of the Compton region and
the photoelectric peak to different transport depths seems to be very promising.
In energetic flow environments, tracers tend to fail. High dispersion rates acting over the
labelled sediment sometimes interfere with - or even eliminate - the possibility of the
quantification of movement, mainly for fine grained sediments. This limitation cannot be
ignored during the planning of experiments.
A possibility to solve this problem, if it is caused by seasonal weather variations, would
be the use of tracers during periods of relatively calm sea or low fiowrate river conditions and
employ the results to calibrate mathematical models of sediment transport. The feasibility of
this approach must be established.

This problem can be transformed into an opportunity, since it creates the possibility of
an investigation about the modality of bed material transport (bed-load or suspended load,
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such as pointed out in figure 2.1) and the definition of the hydrodynamic conditions for which
one of the transport modes prevail.
Another potential use of tracers in bed load studies is the determination of the adequate
sediment grain size to be used in artificial beach nourishment by dredging works. In resume,
one can say: the natural sorting mechanism of sand by the frontal action of the waves on a
beach has as result that the coarser sediments have their equilibrium position in the beach
profile, nearer the shoreline than the finer ones. Then, if sand coarser than the natural one
existing on the bottom, in front of a beach, is dumped at that place, it may be naturally moved
shorewards, by wave action, and may fill the beach. Experiments with radioactive tracers
using different and well sorted grain size distributions can be applied to quantify this
crosshore sand movement at various depths and for different hydraulic and météorologie
conditions, before the methodology of beach nourishment is decided. This is also a powerful
tool to calibrate mathematical models for crosshore sediment transport, one of the more
difficult subjects of the coastal engineering science. There are no conventional alternatives to
study so precisely this mechanism in the prototype. It is advisable that a detailed
hydrodynamic and sedimentological study of the area (wave climate, beach profiles, bottom
sediment grain size distribution and its seasonal variation) be performed before or in parallel
with tracer application.
Some attempts have been made to use radioactive tracers in the breaker zone for
determination of littoral drift. Success has been obtained for moderate wave climates, but the
applicability to more energetic conditions is still very difficult. In this case most of the
transport occurs in the form of suspended sediment. A possibility is to use nuclear gauges to
determine the concentration of suspended sediment, since the concentrations observed are in
the measuring range of these equipment. The determination of suspended sediment transport
rates still depends on reliable and meaningful measurements of water velocities in the surf
zone.

Furthermore, tracers and nuclear gauges can also be used for the improvement of
dredging operations and also employed for further development of the way of disposal of
spoils by dredging equipment, taking into account disposal sites submitted to high currents.
We have now arrived to a point of difficult definition: is it a problem or an opportunity?
In strategic planning, problems must be transformed into opportunities that will contribute for
the development of the organization or the field of research.
We are speaking of the explosive improvement of the mathematical modelling of
processes that has also arrived to the area of sediment transport and deposition. The always
increasing capacity of computers is enabling the development of models that can incorporate
and process an almost unlimited set of parameters. Moreover, through the variation of these
parameters, the models are able to produce a series of results from which the most congruent
output to observed results can be selected. More they are used, more the confidence in their
results will increase. A good model, fed with the adequate conventional data, could thus turn
tracers into obsolence?
Tracers however have an important advantage: they are able to integrate the effect of all
hydrodynamic agents that have acted upon the sediment for a period of time. They can thus be
used as an important tool for calibrating models. It is evident that a model which is able to
present results confirmed by direct measurements in the prototype will be regarded with an
increased degree of confidence by the user.
From these comments some aspects should be stressed:
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•Tracer groups will tend in the long range to be transformed into multi-disciplinary teams. It
is not sufficient to have a complete domain of nuclear techniques; it is also necessary to have
a strong knowledge on the fields into which tracers are being applied. Groups profficient
only in nuclear techniques are an anachronism.
•Mathematical modelling is another aspect absolutely necessary to tracer groups. Since the
field is presenting an explosive development, it is to be expected that tracer groups try to
follow the most recent progresses in the area where they apply nuclear techniques. This is
evidently a very difficult task. It is then important to work in collaboration with hydraulic
institutions where action is occurring. Mathematical modelling is the future (and even the
present ) and it is not wise to row against the tide if our intention is to survive.
• Since a tracer group never works only in sediment transport, another important support can
be obtained from environmental organizations, mainly government agencies that are more
able to consider also the benefits of the nuclear and not only their problems. For these
agencies, the specific properties of the tracers can provide much needed information about
the fate and the concentration of pollutants.
• It is a truism that tracers are only a tool to obtain specific informations. The interpretation of
the results needs also a support of conventional measurements necessary to the full
understanding, explanation and exploration of experimental data. This means that tracers and
conventional measurements are not in conflict; on the contrary ,they are complimentary. The
important point is to solve the problem, preferably using all the best options available for
this solution.
• Tracer techniques hi erosion and sedimentology are needing another development phase.
The utility of these techniques remains of great interest and there are very many problems
where they can be applied, mainly in developing countries. For instance, one possibility that
has never been fully tested is the use of artificial cationic tracers (l^Au, 59pe) for me
labelling of soil hi the study of local erosion. Some weak points of the tracer techniques in
sedimentological studies have been already cited. It would may be interesting that IAEA
started new study programme related to these techniques, coordinating a research
programme involving all the pertinent groups.
• It is much easier to solve problems of a region, for instance Latin America, using experts
that work in the same region. This avoids cultural shock and, since the problems of a region
are more or less similar, the expert will know in advance the difficulties to be expected. This

policy is being used by IAEA and must proceed. Besides that, many regions in the world
still have important problems that nuclear techniques could contribute to solve, hi some
cases, the country authorities are not quite familiar with the extended possibilities of these
techniques. A possibility that could be evaluated is the creation at IAEA of "itinerant
experts" that, after an initial agreement from the responsible country authorities, would visit
the country and define problems that would be studied with the help of nuclear techniques.
Evidently the expert would also give a general orientation about the necessary steps to arrive
at their solutions. This approach, whose feasibility must be previously established, would
contribute to the implantation of new groups in regions where they can be very useful.

• A common problem hi developing countries is the scarcity of funds for investment in new
equipments. Our group still uses equipment that have been bought more than a decade ago.
In opposition, developed countries have important reserves of equipment still operative that
have been substituted by more modem ones. It is suggested that IAEA could establish a kind

of "bank" that would distribute these equipments to the groups who need them. This would
improve the technical capacity of less developed countries at almost no expense to IAEA.
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• "In many studies, hydrodynamic conditions are only of secondary interest. The engineer is
asked to determine, for example, how the prevailing waves and currents affect the spreading
of a sewage discharge, and so determine the impact on the ecosystem. A good knowledge
and accurate modelling is essential, but in practice this is just a "carrier" or "platform" for
the study of other subjects that are of most immediate interest." [54].
This paragraph shows the tendency adopted by hydraulic and environmental institutes,
with an ever increasing confidence in the use of models. It is our task to convince them that a
still increased degree of confidence in the use of models can be obtained if the modelling
results are verified through some tracer experiments. It is our opinion that IAEA should
evaluate this aspect and define the strategy to be adopted to solve the problem of improving
the collaboration between the nuclear and hydraulic fields, with emphasis in the
sedimentological aspects of this interaction.
It is important to point out that the health hazards for the public due to the use of nuclear
techniques in sedimentological and hydrological studies are negligible. Specialists that apply
these techniques have the knowledge and the instruments to limit at very low values the doses
that they will receive. Thus the restrictions imposed in many countries or in some institutions
to this technique are not derived from an objective evaluation of the risks, but simply from
prejudice or dogmatic positions against this kind of application.

One of the methods to change this overall situation would be to invite selected
participants of hydraulic institutions, representatives from international associations for
hydraulic or hydrological sciences, people engaged in the development of dredging

technology and dredging port operators to the Agency's group meetings or to a defined
symposium. The investment will probably be fruitful for both sides.
Throughout this paper, it has been repeatedly stressed that the interaction with hydraulic
institutes and laboratories is a necessity and we have partially failed in getting this interaction
in the past. It is expected that a better understanding will arrive now.
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LINKING LAND USE AND RESERVOIR
SEDIMENTATION BY TWO APPROACHES
UTILIZING 137Cs

S.C. MCINTYRE
USDA ARS National Agricultural Water Quality Laboratory,
Durant, Oklahoma, United States of America
Abstract

Two approaches were used to quantify the effects of past land use on reservoir
sedimentation. In both approaches, land use was determined from time sequences of aerial
photographs and the Universal Soil Loss Equation was used to estimate potential sediment
production. Determination of reservoir sedimentation where retention ponds were built
combined 137Cs techniques with direct measurements of sedimentation in retention ponds.
Where retention ponds had not been built, determination of reservoir sedimentation was
with l Cs techniques. Sedimentation in Tecumseh Lake, where retention ponds had not
been constructed, decreased from 5,933 Mg/yr in 1937 to 1,017 Mg/yr in 1984, and it was
significantly related to a decrease in watershed area in cultivation from 59 to 3 percent.
Sediment retention ponds that were built in the early 1980s above Pauls Valley Lake
reduced reservoir sedimentation by 6,400 Mg/yr. Sedimentation in Pauls Valley Lake
decreased from 37,500 Mg/yr hi 1956 to 19,950 Mg/yr in 1992. The decrease in
sedimentation was significantly related to installation of the 12 retention ponds and a
decrease in watershed area in cultivated or abandoned gullied fields from 34 to 3 percent.
The two approaches make possible the quantitative determination of the effect of past land
use on reservoir sedimentation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Relating reservoir sedimentation quantitatively to long-term agricultural land use has
generalh' not been done since most investigators have either studied erosion or reservoir
sediment deposition, but not both [1]. The investigators that have considered both aspects
have for the most part determined times of major land use changes but not quantified
them. Their primary interests were hi the chronology of sediment deposition [2, 3,4, 5].
Stall and Lee [6] used a quantitative approach when studying sedimentation in Lake
Springfield and agricultural land use on its watershed in western Illinois. They found a
relationship between land use and reservoir sedimentation but relied on land use estimates.
Kelly [1] quantitatively investigated erosion and sedimentation in a small forested lakecatchment in central England. The primary source of sediment in the forested catchment,
however, was from natural stream bank erosion rather than land use. In the present study,
two approaches were used to quantitatively link past agricultural land use and reservoir
sedimentation. One approach was used where sediment retention ponds had been
constructed above a reservoir, and the other was used where retention ponds had not been
built.
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2. APPROACH WITHOUT RETENTION PONDS
2.1.

Study area

The approach without retention ponds was used to investigate sedimentation in
Tecumseh Lake and long-term land use of its watershed. Tecumseh Lake is a 55-ha
reservoir averaging 2.3 m in depth. It was constructed in 1934 and is located 45 km
southeast of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Its 12 km2 watershed is located on rolling
uplands and has soils predominantly of the Weatherford (fineloamy, siliceous, thermic
Ultic Haplustalfs) - Chickasha (fine-loamy, mixed, thermic Udic Argiustolls) association
[7]. Erosion of the loam soils is a problem when plowed because slopes of 3 to 5 percent
cover 59 percent of the watershed and the average ?nmia1 precipitation is 90 cm. In the
past, cotton farming was the main land use of the watershed, but the amount of cultivated
land has declined due to changes in crop production economics.

2.2. Methods
Sediment depth in the reservoir was measured with a probe at 33 sites spaced about
90 m apart along 8 transacts which averaged 200 m apart. Sediment depth could be
identified because of the difference in density between the 1934 preimpoundment soil
surface and the reservoir deposited sediments. Sediments at five sites were sampled with a
5.5-cm diameter corer, and the sediment cores were cut into 10 cm sections beginning at
the sediment surface (Figure 1).
The sediment profile was investigated in greater detail by collecting four 13-cm
diameter sediment cores at sites 2 and 5. The larger sediment cores were divided into
sections, and sections of like depth were composited at each site. The 3 cm of noticeably
wetter sediment at the sediment surface was collected as the first section. Below the first
section, the sediment cores were divided into 2-cm intervals down to 20 cm. Below 20
cm, the cores were divided into 5-cm intervals.

In the laboratory, sediment samples were oven dried (50° C) and ground to pass
through a 6-mm screen. The samples were analyzed for 137Cs with a multichannel
analyzer using a lithium-drifted germanium detector [8]. 137Cs activity for each sample
was counted twice for 4,000 s and the counts were averaged. After 137Cs analysis, samples
were selected for particle-size distribution analysis, and 40-g subsamples were dispersed
with sodium hexametaphosphate. Particle-size determinations were done by the
hydrometer method [9].
Land use was determined with a time sequence of rectified aerial photographs
taken hi 1937, 1954, 1961, 1968, 1974, 1981, and 1984. The aerial photographs were
obtained from the USDA Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, and land
use areas were measured with a compensating polar planimeter. The scale of the aerial
photographs was about 1:8,000 for all years except 1974 and 1984 when the scale was
about 1:10,000 and 1:12,000, respectively. The actual scale of each photograph was
measured for land use area calculations.

Potential sediment production by year was determined for cultivated fields as gross
soil loss using Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) published values for Oklahoma [10].
The average cultivated field had a 4 percent slope and a slope length of 120 m. Annual
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Locations of reservoir sediment sample sites and contours of sediment
deposition in centimeters in Tecumseh Lake from 1934 to 1987.

county crop records were used to estimate the yearly percentage of cultivated land planted
to cotton, corn, sorghum or wheat [11]. Terracing was taken into account when soil loss
estimates were made. Abandoned fields with gullied bare-soil areas were estimated to
have a soil loss of 112 Mg/(ha yr) (D. Guy, SCS Pottawatomie County, Oklahoma,
personal communication).

Long-term precipitation records of the reservoir area were examined to determine
if long-term changes in precipitation occurred that could have caused major differences in
rates of sedimentation. The records used were from the nearest reporting station at
Shawnee, Oklahoma, which is 2.5 km northeast of the reservoir.
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23. Results and Discussion

2.3.1. Sedimentation
Sediment deposited in Tecumseh Lake ranged in thickness from 30 cm to 70 cm at
probe sites. The top 3 cm of wetter surface sediment were found to represent 2 cm when
normalized to average dry bulk density of the remaining sediment profile. The 2-cm
normalized value was used throughout the study for the top sediment layer. Depth
contours were plotted of the reservoir sediment deposits, and sediment volume was
determined. A total of 211,900 m3 of sediment was deposited in the reservoir from 1934
to 1987.

The sediment had an average dry bulk density of 800 kg / m3and a weight of
169,520 Mg. Particle-size distribution of the sediments averaged 3 percent sand, 36
percent silt, and 61 percent clay. Since variation in particle size distribution between
sediment layers was not great, it did not affect interpretation of 137Cs results.
137

Cs analysis made it possible to divide reservoir sediment deposition into three
periods. Dividing the profile was possible because 137Cs produced identifiable markers in
sediments when it first became detectable in 1954, when amounts increased rapidly in
1962 and when the highest level in deposition occurred in 1964 [12, 13]. Sediment
deposition since 1954 was found to be similar throughout the reservoir. A notable
increase in I37Cs activity signifying 1962 deposition occurred on an average at a depth of 6
cm. The deepest point in the sediment where 137Cs activity was detectable, which
indicated 1954 deposition, averaged 12 cm. The depth of sediment deposited from 1934
averaged 39 cm and was indicated by the preimpoundment ground surface. The ground
surface was distinguishable from the sediment by having an average dry bulk density of 1,
200 kg / m3 and an average particle-size distribution of 17 percent sand, 53 percent silt and
30 percent clay.
1:>7

Cs dating indicated that 118,664 Mg of the sediment were deposited in the first
20-year period from 1934 to 1954 which converted to an average annual rate of 1.35
cm/yr. Sediment deposition during the second period of eight years from 1954 to 1962
was 25,428 Mg which converted to an average annual sedimentation rate of 0.75 cm/yr. A
total of 25,428 Mg of sediment was also deposited during the third period of 25 years from
1962 to 1987 but the average annual rate of 0.24 cm/yr was much lower, than the other
periods.
2.5.2.

Precipitation and sedimentation

Precipitation records for the Tecumseh Lake area indicated considerable variation
among years (Figure 2). The precipitation for the period from 1934 to 1954 was marked
by both low and high extremes with an overall average of 5 cm/yr above the long-term
average of 90 cm/yr [141. The record shows that drought periods occurred in the 1930s
and the first half of the 1950s which could have reduced sediment production. The second
period from 1954 to 1962 was similar to the first in extremes, but had 2.1 cm/yr
precipitation above the long-term average. This period showed increasing accumulated
precipitation most of the time, so it would have been a period with greater than average
potential for sediment production. The third period from 1962 to 1987 did not have as
great of extremes as the other two periods and ended with a 6-year period which was
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continuously wetter than average. The last period averaged 2.8 cm/yr above the long-term
average. No long-term trend in precipitation was found which corresponded to the
changes which occurred in reservoir sedimentation.
2.3.3. Land use

Land use was divided into six categories: abandoned fields with guilied bare-soil
areas visible hi aerial photographs, cultivated fields, perennial pastures, forests, suburban
areas, and miscellaneous areas. Perennial pastures included native grass land, abandoned
fields without gullies that had reverted to grass land, and improved pastures. Suburban
areas were lands that had been subdivided into lots and had houses built upon it. Land use
placed in the miscellaneous category was primarily reservoir buffer land, farmhouse sites
and county roadways.
The major land use changes which occurred were cultivated and abandoned fields
being replaced by perennial pastures. The greatest change occurred from 1937 to 1954
when abandoned field area was reduced from 22 percent of the watershed to 7 percent and
cultivated field area from 37 percent to 17 percent.
Little change occurred in areas devoted to other land uses and in land use after 1961.
Miscellaneous use accounted for about 2 percent of the watershed from 1937 to 1984
while forested land decreased from 32 to 27 percent after 1961. The most noticeable
change in land use after 1961 was the start of suburban development in the mid 1970s. It
occupied 3 percent of the watershed by 1982 but expanded no further. After 1961,
agricultural land use was about 0.5 percent cultivated fields, 1.5 percent abandoned fields,
and 66 percent perennial pasture.
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Only two land use categories, abandoned and cultivated fields, were considered
significant sediment sources because of the exposed soil and locations of many fields near
ephemeral streams. Wilkin and Hebel [15] have emphasized that land near streams is
more important as sediment sources. Perennial pastures and forest lands were not
considered significant sediment sources since, through time, overgrazing has not been a
problem, and little timber has been cut. Suburban land was considered an insignificant
sediment source because of the small amount and its location away from stream channels.
Li the miscellaneous category, reservoir buffer land was either grassed or forested so it
was not a significant sediment source. Farmhouse sites were small, vegetated, and not
numerous so were also not a significant sediment source. Roadways represent a possible
sediment source but since they were constant through time they were not considered to
have contributed to changes in reservoir sedimentation.
Potential sediment production was determined for cultivated and abandoned fields
in years land use was measured (Table 1). The amounts of potential sediment production
and areas in fields were linked to average annual reservoir sedimentation using linear
regression. The relationship between reservoir sedimentation and field area was
significant at the 0.05 level and explained 92 percent of the variability in reservoir
sedimentation. The relationship between reservoir sedimentation and calculated potential
sediment production from fields was significant at the 0.05 level and explained 94 percent
of the variability in reservoir sedimentation. The results indicate that land use can be
quantitatively linked to sedimentation in Tecumseh Lake.

TABLE 1. Area used for fields on the Tecumseh Lake watershed, potential sediment from
fields, and reservoir sediment deposition.
Year

FieldArea
Cult.
Aband.
Guilied

Potential Sediment
Cult.
Aband.
Gullied

Uo

Mg ————

Mg/yr

1937

439

266

5,048

29,792

5,933

1954

205

80

4,522

8,960

3,179

1961

43

80

1,010

8,960

3,179

1968

17

40

557

4,480

1,017

1974

2

15

32

1,680

1,017

1981

1

15

13

1,680

1,017

1984

14

15

222

1,680

1,017

* Average annual deposition for the period a year is in.
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3. APPROACH WITH RETENTION PONDS
3.1. Study area

Finding that land use could be linked to reservoir sedimentation at Tecumseh Lake,
land use and reservoir sedimentation were investigated at Pauls Valley Lake where
conditions included construction of retention ponds above the reservoir. Pauls Valley
Lake is a 300-ha reservoir averaging 3.5 m in depth. It was constructed in 1954 and is
located 80 km south of Oklahoma City. Its55-km watershed is located on rolling uplands
and has soils predominantly of the Renfrew (fine, mixed, thermic Udertic Paleustolls) Zaneis (fine-loamy, mixed, thermic Udic Argiustolls) association [16]. Watershed hill
slopes range from 1 to 5 percent and are largely grass covered. Past land cultivation for
corn and cotton has resulted in a number of gullied areas throughout the watershed. The
gullies developed when the loam soils were exposed because of runoff due to low soil
infiltration rates and -high average annual precipitation (84.3 cm/yr).

To reduce sediment from some of the seriously eroding areas, 12 sediment retention
ponds ranging in size from 0.5 to 5 ha in surface area were constructed by the U.S. Soil
Conservation Service between 1980 and 1984. The average completion date of the ponds
was 1982 which was used in determining the effect ponds had on sedimentation hi Pauls
Valley Lake.
3.2. Methods

Reservoir sédiments were investigated at four sites with a 7.6-cm diameter corer
(Figure 3). Three cores were taken at each site and divided into 10-cm sections beginning
at the sediment surface. Like depth sections were composited at each site. In the
laboratory, samples were analyzed as previously described for 137Cs and particle-size
distribution.
Sediment retained in the retention ponds was measured in June, 1992 with a 3-cm
diameter metal probe. The easily probed top layer of bottom material was considered the
retained sediment. Below this, the probe resistant ground surface was encountered, which
existed when the ponds were built.
Land use on the Pauls Valley Lake watershed was investigated with rectified aerial
photographs taken in 1956, 1963,1969 and 1979. The scale of the photographs was about
1:8,000 in 1956, 1963, 1969 and 1:21,000 in 1979. Land use on the watershed in 1992
was investigated by relating field observations to the aerial photographs of the previous
years.
Potential sediment production by year was determined for cultivated fields as at
Tecumseh Lake using the USLE. The average cultivated slope was 2 percent with a slope
length of 100 m. Gullies in abandoned fields were measured on aerial photographs for
length and width and sediment production was determined [17].

Long-term precipitation records of the reservoir area were examined to determine if
long-term change in precipitation occurred that could have caused major differences in
rates of sedimentation. The records used were from the nearest reporting station 8 km
southwest of the reservoir at Pauls Valley.
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Pauls Valley Lake, a 300-ha reservoir and its
55-km 2 watershed showing location of the 12
sediment retention ponds, watershed area
draining to ponds; and locations of reservoir
sediment sample sites.

33. Results and Discussion
3.3.7. Sedimentation
I37

Cs dating was possible at three of the four sample sites. Analysis indicated that
sediments at Site 4 had shifted and were not suitable for 137Cs dating. 137Cs activity levels
signifying 1964 deposition occurred on an average at a depth of 45 cm into the sediment.
The deepest average depth that 13 Cs was detected was 70 cm which signified 1954
deposition. The 1954 depth was confirmed by its coinciding with the preimpoundment
ground surface. The ground surface was distinguished from the sediment by having an
average dry bulk density of 1,100 kg / m3 and an average particle-size distribution of 24
percent sand, 40 percent silt and 36 percent clay. The sediment had an average dry bulk
density of 500 kg/m3 and an average particle-size distribution of 1 percent sand, 1 0
percent silt, and 89 percent clay.
The retention ponds intercepted runoff from one-third of the watershed and
contained 128,000 m3of sediment which represented a 0.43 cm/yr reduction in reservoir
sediment deposition. Knowing the ponds effect on reservoir sedimentation made possible
determination of the reservoir sedimentation rates of 1.76 cm/yr from 1964 to 1982 and
1.33 cm/yr from 1982 to 1992. The sedimentation rate in the period before 1964 (1954 to
1964) was 2.5 cm/yr.

3.3.2. Precipitation and sedimentation
Precipitation records for the Pauls Valley Lake area indicated considerable variation
among years (Figure 4). The precipitation from 1954 to 1964 had both high and low
extremes with an overall average of 4.1 cm/yr below the long-term average of 84.3 cm/yr.
There were droughts during the period but not for more than a year at a time. The
precipitation from 1964 to 1982 was almost average with an overall average of 0.5 cm/yr
below the long-term average. The third period from 1982 to 1992 had both high and low
extremes and averaged 15.4 cm/yr above the long-term average. It would have had the
greatest potential for sediment production from the standpoint of amount of precipitation.
No long-term trend in precipitation was found which corresponded to the changes which
occurred in reservoir sedimentation.

3.3.3. Land use
Land use at Pauls Valley Lake was divided into the same six categories as at
Tecumseh Lake. The major land use changes which occurred were in abandoned and
cultivated fields being replaced by perennial pasture. The greatest change occurred in
abandoned field areas which were reduced from occupying 21 percent of the watershed hi
1956 to 2 percent in 1992. Cultivated fields were reduced during the same time from
occupying 12 percent of the watershed to 0.5 percent.
Little change occurred in areas devoted to other land uses. Forested land accounted
for about 8 percent of the watershed from 1956 to 1992 and miscellaneous use 1 percent.
A total of 5 ha of suburban use was first present in aerial photographs in 1 969 but did not
expand further.
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As at Tecumseh Lake, only two land use categories, abandoned and cultivated fields, were
considered significant sediment sources. Potential sediment production was determined
for cultivated and abandoned fields in years land use was measured (Table II). In the
abandoned fields, 24 km of main stem gullies 4 m or greater in width were measured. The
amount of potential sediment production and areas in fields were related to average annual
reservoir sedimentation using linear regression. The relationship between reservoir
sedimentation and field area was significant at the 0.05 level and explained 87 percent of
the variability in reservoir sedimentation.
The relationship between reservoir
sedimentation and potential sediment production from fields was significant at the 0.05
level and explained 79 percent of the variability in reservoir sedimentation. The results
indicate land use could be linked to sedimentation in Pauls Valley Lake.

1950

FIG. 4.

1960

1970 1980 1990
YEAR

2000

Annual precipitation for the Pauls Valley Lake watershed. Average
annual precipitation is 84.3 cm.

Table II. Area used for fields on the Pauls Valley Lake watershed, potential sediment
from fields, and reservoirs sediment deposition.

Year

Field Area
Cultivated
Aband.
Gullied
___________

J^

___________

Potential Sediment
Cultivated
Aband.
Guilied
— Mg

Reservoir
Sediment
Deposit*
Mg/yr

56

673

1,171

15,546

423,902

37,500

63

333

598

3,846

188,963

26,400

69

165

388

1,906

130,255

26,400

79

65

212

751

66,670

26,400

92

30

126

347

60,270

19,950

* Average annual deposition for the period a year is in. The rate for 1963 was considered
the same as 1964.
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4.

SUMMARY

Linking reservoir sedimentation quantitatively to long-term agricultural land use was
accomplished using two approaches depending on whether sediment retention ponds had
been built above a reservoir or not. The approach to determine reservoir sedimentation
where retention ponds had been built was to combine 137Cs techniques with direct
measurement techniques for sedimentation in retention ponds. The approach where
retention ponds had not been built was to determine reservoir sedimentation through 137Cs
techniques. The approach where retention ponds had not been built was used to
investigate Tecumseh Lake. A decrease in reservoir sedimentation of 83 percent at
Tecumseh Lake was related to a decrease in cultivated land from 59 to 1 percent of the
watershed area. The approach where retention ponds had been built was used to
investigate Pauls Valley Lake. The twelve constructed retention ponds reduced reservoir
sedimentation by 24 percent and a decrease in cultivated and abandoned gullied fields
from 34 to 3 percent of the watershed area further decreased sedimentation by 30 percent.
The two approaches make possible the quantitative determination of the effect of past land
use on reservoir sedimentation.
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Abstract

A quarter century of research has shown great promise for using 137Cs to study erosion
and sediment deposition but it has also shown problems related with the technique. Most of the
problems are not unique to the l37Cs technique but are the same problems that are faced when
studying erosion and sediment deposition by other techniques (i.e., sampling, measurement).
Other problems are similar to those of any chemical tracer study. While the chemistry of I37Cs
is well documented, the chemistry of environments into which 137Cs is moving is not well
understood and often changes. As a better understanding of the chemistry of environments is
gained then better predictions of the reaction of 137Cs in these environments can be made.
Probably the only truly unique problem with 137Cs is radioactive decay. By working to
understand and control the limitations of using 137Cs to study erosion and sediment deposition,
we can improve on a technology that can provide unique information about the landscape. This
information will help to develop better plans to conserve the quality of the landscape. The
137
Cs technique may be the only way in many cases to get actual measurements of soil loss and
redeposition. As such, research should continue on the development of the technique so that it
can be used more extensively to understand erosion on the changing landscape. .

1. INTRODUCTION

Soil erosion is a natural process as old as soil, rain, and wind. Man-induced accelerated
soil erosion has been shown (using radionuclide dating techniques) to have been part of the
landscape for centuries [1]. Soil erosion and its off-site damage are a major concern around the
world. The magnitude of the problem and the concern about the degradation of the landscape
are well documented [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. The economic damages from soil erosion along with the
off-site, downstream damage from eroded soil have also been documented [7,10,11].
While it is well documented that soil erosion is a problem, there are few methods to
determine actual soil erosion rates and location and subsequent sediment deposition across the
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landscape. Field measurements of soil erosion and sediment deposition using classical
techniques are difficult, time consuming, and expensive [12]. Many empirical and theoretical
mathematical equations/models have been developed to estimate soil erosion. The most widely
used is the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) which is an empirical based equation
developed with data collected from soil erosion plots on "typical" soils of the United States east
of the Rocky Mountains [13]. The USLE has been used and misused in the United States and
around the World [14]. However, it is still the most widely used, powerful and practical tool
for estimating sheet and rill erosion on the landscape [15]. A Revised Universal Soil Loss
Equation (RUSLE) is currently being implemented in the United States which has applications
to a wider range of conditions and locations than the original USLE [15].
Development is currently underway on a new generation of soil erosion prediction
technology. The Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) is an effort to develop a processbase, simulation model of soil erosion [16]. Current versions (field and basin scale) of the
model have been tested with the goal of fully implementing this technology to replace the
USLE or RUSLE for use in conservation planning and assessment by 1995. There are
numerous other efforts to model soil erosion and its off-site effects [17] that have had varying
degrees of success and applications in management and research.

Soil erosion models have been implemented and used by managers and planners to
estimate soil erosion rates, to plan conservation practices for controlling soil loss, to inventory
and assess soil erosion on regional and national scales, and to develop and implement policy
decision relative to the conservation of soil across the landscape. While soil erosion models
provide a wealth of useful information on relative potential soil erosion rates under different
climates and management scenarios, they do not provide an actual measure of the rates or
locations of soil erosion on the landscape.
Actual soil erosion from a site or a catchment has to be measured or interpreted based
on field studies. Field measurement techniques involve field surveys, soil profile studies,
stream monitoring, and associated techniques. These techniques are time consuming, often
requiring reference data sets before any conclusion can be made [18]. In most places around
the world, reference data sets or stream sediment transport data are not available so that new
studies have to be started to measure soil erosion and sediment transport before conclusions can
be drawn thus delaying conservation planning.

Over the last quarter century, researchers have been studying the potential of using
natural and man-made radioisotopes to study the erosion and sediment deposition cycle.
Several radioisotopes have been used. This paper is limited to a discussion of the use of
radioactive fallout 137Cs to study soil erosion and sediment deposition. The potential for using
fallout I37Cs to provide independent measurements of actual soil erosion rates and patterns and
sediment deposition is well documented [19,20,21,22]. The purpose of this paper is to review
the potential for using 137Cs to study the erosion and sediment deposition cycle and to discuss
some of the problems that have been associated with using 137Cs. A bibliography of 137Cs
research related to the study of the erosion and sediment deposition cycle is provided in another
section of this report. The 1000 papers demonstrate the extensive use of this technique.
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2. BACKGROUND
There are no natural
sources of 137Cs in the
environment; yet, 137Cs is
now globally distributed
across the earth's surface due
to
deposition
from
atmospheric nuclear weapon
tests and releases from
nuclear reactors [23,24].
Releases prior to 1952 were
localized around weapon test
sites or reactors [25]. With
the advent of high-yield
thermonuclear
weapons
testing in November 1952
[26], 137Cs was injected into
the stratosphere and circulate
globally [27].
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Figure 1. Global fallout of 137Cs (Playford et al. 1992)

It is slowly moving
back to the troposphere and is subsequently deposited on the earth's surface. Robbins et al. [28]
estimates that the first measurable global fallout in the northern hemisphere of I37Cs occurred
in 1952 ± 2 years. Annual rates of movement of 137Cs from the troposphere to the earth's
surface (Fig. 1) are related to the number and size of weapon tests. Regional patterns and rates
of fallout are linearly related to precipitation in latitudinal zones [27,29]. However, in a study
of the local variation of fallout I37Cs on the landscape, Kiss et al. [30] concluded accurate local
determination of background I37Cs was essential for erosion studies. Nolin et al. [31]
concluded that at least 5 samples were needed to get an accurate estimate of the background
level of 137Cs in eastern Canada. Other studies have reinforced the need to make local
measurements of fallout at undisturbed sites rather than extrapolating values from fallout
measurements made at another location. Total fallout 137Cs in the northern hemisphere is 3 to 4
times greater than fallout in the southern hemisphere [32]. Fallout rates also tend to decrease as
one moves away from the temperate zone. Rates of fallout 137Cs have decreased since the
maximum in the early 1960's with fallout since the mid 1980's often being below detection
levels [24]. Releases from nuclear reactors are usually local in nature, however unique events,
such as the Chemobyl accident in April 1986, can cause regional dispersal of measurable 137Cs
[33] that can impact (Fig. 1) on total global deposition budget [32]. Thus man's activities
related to nuclear energy have distributed a unique radioactive chemical element across the
landscape surface in uniform patterns that can be used to trace natural events.
The chemistry of this unique tracer is well understood [29,34]. Once 137Cs reaches the
soil surface it is strongly and quickly adsorbed by the clay particles and is essentially
nonexchangeable in most environments [35,36,37,38,39]. Thus 137Cs becomes an effective
tracer of the movement of surface soils. Distribution of 137Cs in soil profiles at undisturbed
sites shows an exponential decrease with depth [20,40,41,42,43] while plowed soils show a
uniform distribution throughout the plowed layer [44,45,46,47]. Less than 1% of the 137Cs is
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flushed from a catchment in solution immediately after deposition, and generally less than 0.1%
moves in solution per year after the initial flush [48,49,50]. Thus most movement of 137Cs
across the landscape is due to physical processes which redistribute soil particles and are the
same physical processes of the erosion and sediment deposition cycle.
Since accurately measuring 137Cs in environmental samples is relatively easy [51,52],
the challenge for those interested in soil erosion and sediment deposition is to study the
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Figure 2.137Cs cycle on the landscape.

changing patterns of distribution (Fig. 2) of 137Cs tagged soil particles on the landscape. The
redistribution of 137Cs between and within landscape elements provides information on soil
erosion rates and patterns. The vegetation contribution to the redistribution of 137Cs is
negligible in most systems [53,54,55,56]. This is especially true with reduced rates of fallout
since the mid 1960's. Most 137Cs cycling in plants has been found to be related to leaf
interception of fallout 137Cs. It is in the soil and water compartments where measurements of
137
Cs movement between and within landscape compartments can contribute to the
understanding of the soil erosion and sediment deposition. Although biological and chemical
processes move limited amounts 137Cs in unique environments, physical processes of water and
wind are the dominant factors moving 137Cs tagged soil particles between and within
compartments landscape. The following discussion will focus on water related movements of
137
Cs tagged particles. However on many areas of earth's surface, wind can be the major factor
moving soil particles and associated 137Cs.

3. EROSION STUDIES

Several early studies on the movement of radionuclides across the landscape found a
relationship between soil loss and radionuclide loss from plots or study areas [57.58,59,60,61].
These studies indicated that radionuclides were moving with the eroding soil particles and thus
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measurements of soil movement could be used to estimate radionuclide movement or
redistribution in an area. Most studies indicate that 137Cs does not move in solution under most
soil (landscape) conditions [35,38]. However studies of organic, peat, and acid soils have
shown movement of 137Cs in solution to surface runoff or through the soil profile [62].
However such soluble movement is limited to unique soil conditions. Depth distribution in soil
profiles has been linked to particle size distribution, organic matter [63], and the amount and
type of clay present [35].
Ritchie et al. [64]
combined the results of early
studies with their study of
100
137
j A -Loughran et al. 1988
Cs loss related to the
9C B - Ritchie and McHenry 1975
USLE estimated soil loss.
Using this mixture of data
(different
radionuclides,
different size source areas,
different
time periods,
<n
u>
different measurements of
3
erosion), they developed an
empirical equation that
showed
a
significant
exponential
relationship
between measured soil loss
and
radionuclide
loss.
Others [65,66,67] have
found similar exponential
0.01
0.1
1
equations.
Empirical
SOIL LOSS (t/ha/year)
relationships,
while
important in demonstrating a
Figure 3. Empirical models of soil loss vs. 137Cs loss.
relationship between soil and
137
Cs loss, have many
limitations. The empirical
equations of Loughran et al. [67] developed with Southern Hemisphere data and Ritchie and
McHenry [68] developed with Northern Hemisphere data are shown in Figure 3. While the
general form of these equations is similar (Y = aX ) they give large differences in estimated
erosion rates. Such empirical equations are affected by climate, soils, time since fallout, time
period of development, and other landscape and environmental factors. Thus there are many
valid reasons for the differences in equation A (Southern Hemisphere data) and B (Northern
Hemisphere data) shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 illustrates the problem of applying empirical
based equation to different data sets. Similar concerns for the application and misuse of the
empirical based USLE have been expressed [14]. Empirical equations are applicable only to
the range and conditions of the data used in their development. Using this approach to estimate
soil will require the development of an empirical equation (calibration curve) for each site or at
best, for each region. Empirical equations are dependent on the time since and time of fallout.
While these empirical equations may help explain and better define the role of different factors
that affect the relationship between soil loss and radionuclide loss, the many limitations to their

application reduce their usefulness for estimating soil loss on a large scale.
A second approach for using 137Cs to study erosion is to assume that the loss of 137Cs at
a site is directly proportional to the loss of soil. The simplest form of this approach is to equate
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soil loss to 137Cs loss (Y=X), where Y is soil loss in weight per area per time and X is 137Cs
loss in percent or weight. Such a relationship was published by Vanden Berghe and Gulinck
[69]. However such direct proportional relationships are rare. In most published reports, the X
term is modified by depth distribution of 137Cs, density of soil, decay corrections, and other
coefficients and modifiers [22]. Kachanoski [70] provided an empirical verification of this
approach by measuring 137Cs concentrations in erosion plots at two different times and
comparing the results of measured soil loss from the plots with measured 137Cs loss. A major
assumption with this technique is that I37Cs is instantaneously uniformly distributed hi the soil
profile. Since 137Cs is deposited on the surface soil and strongly adsorbed, it requires
mechanical mixing (plowing) to achieve this uniform distribution. Thus during times of fallout
these conditions are seldom met leading to excess removal of 137Cs with surface erosion,
causing overestimation of soil loss. The original proportional approach was limited to
cultivated land since 137Cs has an exponential decrease with depth at undisturbed sites.
However, Zhang et al. [71] developed a technique for adapting the principle of the proportional
approach to non uniformly distributed 137Cs in soil profiles at undisturbed sites. Since fallout
and erosion are both related to rainfall, there are concerns about erosion rates during times of
heavy fallout. During these times, greater erosion rates would remove proportionally more
137
Cs from the surface layer of soil and thus leads to overestimation of long term erosion rates.
This problem is magnified if there are indications that erosion rates were significantly higher
during times of maximum fallout and removed a disproportional amount of the fallout. In
general the proportional method will probably overestimate actual erosion rates for time periods
that involve heavy fallout. The proportional method will probably reflect actual erosion rates
when an area is cultivated that had been undisturbed since the mid 1950's.
Another approach, similar to the proportional method, is to determine balances between
depletion and accumulation areas of 137Cs on a catchment. By determining a 137Cs balance for
a catchment, the spatial pattern and loss of 137Cs from the catchment or field can be calculated.
Such studies thus allow an understanding of erosion and deposition patterns of soil particles.
Such approaches have been used [71,72,73,74,75] to study erosion and deposition patterns on
the landscape. These techniques give qualitative as well as quantitative information on erosion
patterns. As with the other techniques, the balance approach requires a determination of the
baseline level of 137Cs for the study area. Several studies have cautioned against using fallout
measurements to estimate total 137Cs loads in soils of a watershed. Measurements of actual
137
Cs should be made at a noneroding site in the catchment. By comparing 137Cs measurement
at a study site with the baseline level one can determine whether erosion (less 137Cs present
than at the baseline site) or deposition (more I37Cs present that at baseline site) has occurred.
The balance approach uses a proportional relationship between eroded and noneroded sites.
McHenry and Bubenzer [73] used this technique to estimate erosion on a Wisconsin catchment
and found that 50 to 100 times more soil was redeposited within a field than was moved out of
the field.
Walling and Quine [22] compared different balance equations and found different
assumptions lead to different results for each approach. Similar to the other approaches for
studying erosion the balance approach is only as realistic as the assumptions and models used.
As with the other approaches, the timing of the fallout and erosion events is critical. If 137Cs
loss is not uniform with time (i.e. greater loss shortly after deposition) then erosion will be
overestimated. If soil loss is not uniform in space then budget approaches will underestimate
soil loss. These limitations tend to reduce the absolute accuracy of using 137Cs to estimate
erosion.
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Walling and Quine [22] have discussed future needs for improving the use of 137Cs to
estimate erosion. Their suggestions included 1) long term erosion plot studies to derive better
understandings of the ground truth/calibration relationships, 2) improved theoretical models for
the development of budget approaches, and 3) better physically based improvements in the
understanding of the erosional loss of 137Cs so that budgets can be better modeled.
While there are limitations to the use of fallout 137Cs to estimate erosion, these
limitations are no greater than those associated with other techniques for studying erosion.
Campbell et al. [76] suggest that the errors of the 137Cs technique may be less than current
techniques used by soil scientists and geomorphologists to study erosion. If we understand the
limitations and design studies to minimize the effects of these limitations on measurements then
measuring the concentration of 137Cs across the landscape can provide accurate and valuable
information on erosion.

4. SEDIMENT DEPOSITION

The general principle for the application of 137Cs for studying sediment deposition is to
relate the depth distribution of the concentration of 137Cs in a sediment profile to the temporal
pattern of atmospheric deposition of fallout. Records of the temporal patterns of fallout are
available or can be calculated for most parts of the world [23,24]. Initial input of global fallout
is estimated to be 1952 ± 2 years [28] with measurable amounts in the soil beginning in 1954
[19,20,27]. In the northern hemisphere, the temporal pattern of fallout shows major fallout
peaks in 1958/1959 and 1963 (Fig. 1) with significantly reduced levels during 1960 and 1961
and a general decrease since 1963 to levels below detection by the mid 1980. Major periods of
fallout can be related to atmospheric nuclear weapon tests [25] with periods of reduced fallout
related to moratoria or the Test Band Treaty of 1963. Campbell [20] has reported similar
patterns of fallout for the southern hemisphere with slight shifts in dates and significantly less
total fallout [32]. The Chemobyl accident introduced a significant spike of activity for a large
area of Europe and Asia. Thus there are potentially 4 temporal markers (1954, 1958/1959,
1963, 1986) for sediment profiles. The 1954 and 1963 markers are usually detectable hi most
profiles.
Input of 137Cs to sediment profiles is from direct deposit at the site or by deposition of
erosional particles from the catchment. Uptake of 137Cs in water bodies by suspended particles
in the water is rapid [77,78]. The residence time of these suspended particles in water is short
in small and medium size lakes and thus their deposition pattern reflects the time distribution
pattern of 137Cs deposition from the atmosphere, hi larger lakes, the residence time of these
particles and, therefore, the 137Cs, can be significantly longer and cause a time differential
between the time of deposition on the lake surface and their deposition on the sediment surface
[79]. Stiller [80] points out, the source function does follow the fallout pattern as fallout rates
have decreased since 1964. Thus one must consider both the residence time and the source
function when assigning dates in sediment profiles. Ritchie et al. [81] estimated the time lag to
be 6 to 12 months for several small reservoirs. However, the actual time will depend on the
environmental conditions in each lake [19]. Edgington et al [79] used these time differentials in
137
Cs deposition to estimate residence time in Lake Baikal. Walling et al. [82] also suggested
that these deposition rates could be used to measure residence time.
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Concentrations of 137Cs in the 1954 sediment profile level are often near or below
detection levels and can cause inaccuracies in measuring 137Cs at that level. Radioactive decay
continues to reduce the amount of 137Cs in the environment thus further limiting the accuracy
of the detection of the 1954 level. This is especially critical in the southern hemisphere where
fallout levels were lower [20].
Reworking of bottom sediments by biological and physical processes tends to spread
Cs from its original point of deposition in a profile. Numerous studies have documented
such movement [83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94]. hi general reworking, whether
biological or physical, broadens the 137Cs peaks. However, such reworking is not likely to
change the actual position of the peak [19,20,81,85,95,96,97] only to spread it. This spread
becomes a concern when trying to determine the level of the first input of 137Cs in 1954 since
downward reworking would cause a overestimate of deposition rates. Also in areas of low
sediment deposition, the lower the rate of sediment deposition the greater the effect reworking
has on the 137Cs dating, again causing an overestimate of sediment deposition.
137

Chemical diffusion can redistribute 137Cs in a profile. Although most environmental
chemical activity that affects 137Cs is limited [24,35,98,99], it can occur under some
environmental conditions [100,101,102]. Again such movement is not likely to change the
position of the peak, only spread it out. As with reworking, the greater problems would be
caused for the detection of the 1954 level and hi areas of low sediment deposition.
Particle size distribution of the sediment profile must also be considered when
interpreting a 137Cs profile. Since 137Cs is associated with the finer sized soil particles, an
increase in sand sized particles will cause an apparent decrease of 137Cs that can not be related
to atmospheric fallout rates. By expressing 137Cs as a function of clay and silt concentration,

the variations due to particle size distribution can be minimized.
Sampling can also be a problem. In areas of low deposition (< 1 cm yr~*), sampling of
horizons small enough to define a 137Cs profile is difficult. There are also problems with
sampling techniques. Most sediment samplers tend to carry sediment with them as they move
through the profile. This can distribute 137Cs much deeper in the profile and cause problems in
the interpretations of the profile.

While 137Cs can provide valuable information of depositional profiles, the amount of
information is limited. Only 2 horizons (1954 and 1963) can be detected consistently. The
detection of the 1954 profile is also becoming more difficult to determine accurately due to
radioactive decay. The Chernobyl accident has labelled a new horizon in some parts of the
world. Thus the usefulness of 137Cs dating in the future may be in providing a marker with
which to help to calibrate other dating techniques.

5. SUMMARY

A quarter century of research has shown the potential for using 137Cs to study erosion
and sediment deposition but it has also indicated problems related with the technique. Most of
the problems are not unique to the 137Cs technique but are the same problems that are faced
when studying erosion and sediment deposition by other techniques (i.e., sampling,
measurement). Other problems are similar to those of any chemical tracer study. While the
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chemistry of 137Cs is well documented, the chemistry of environments into which 137Cs is
moving is not well understood and often changes. As a better understanding of the chemistry of
environments is developed then better prediction of the reaction of 137Cs in these environments
can be made. Probably the only truly unique problem with 137Cs is radioactive decay.
Understanding and controlling the limitations of using I37Cs to study erosion and sediment
deposition will improve a technology that can provide unique information about soil movement
on the landscape. This technology will lead to planning techniques that can conserve the
quality of the landscape. The 137Cs technique is often the only way in many cases to get actual
measurements of soil loss and redeposition. As such, research should continue on the
development of the technique in an effort to better understand the changing landscape.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Soil erosion and its subsequent redeposition across the landscape is a major concern around
the world. A quarter century of research has shown that measurements of the spatial patterns
of radioactive fallout137 Cesium can be used to measure soil erosion and sediment deposition
on the landscape. The 137Cs technique is the only technique that can be used to make actual
measurements of soil loss and redeposition quickly and efficiently. By understanding the
background for using the !37Cs technique to study erosion and sediment deposition on the
landscape, scientists can obtain unique information about the landscape that can help them
plan techniques to conserve the quality of the landscape. Research should continue on the
development of the technique so that it can be used more extensively to understand the
changing landscape.
On 16 July 1945 at 12:30 Greenwich Civil Tune, nuclear weapons tests were begun
that have released 137Cs and other radioactive nuclides into the environment. Over the 50
years since this first test, much research has been done to understand the movement and fate
of 137Cs in the environment. Many of these studies are critical for understanding the
application of 137Cs to the study of soil erosion and the subsequent redeposition of the eroded
particles on the landscape. This bibliography presents significant background publications
that are useful to studies of erosion and sediment deposition using

137

Cs . The bibliography

137

also includes citations of reported studies of the use of Cs to measure either erosion or
sediment deposition. While the bibliography is extensive, there are certainly publications that
we have misse-.!. However, we feel that this bibliography does demonstrate the widespread
use and acceptance Of 137Cs for measuring erosion and sediment deposition. We hope it will
also be useful to those using or preparing to use 137Cs and will help promote the use of 137Cs
in erosion and sediment deposition research and measurements.

* Document last updated on January 6,1995
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